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PREFACE

This thesis is due, to a large extent, to a question which has
often bothered me as I stood viewing an important artist• s works.
What has caused the style that is indicative of his work; what
influences have affected his reasoning?
Quite often I have found articles indicating the reason for an
artist. reacting artistically in his particular manner,

but seldom have

I found a personal statement by the artist expressing the reason for
his style.

Therefore, in my thesis, I will be attempting to reveal

how my particular style has evolved as a result of dominant aesthetic
influences which have affected my art durine the course of my graduate
study.

In effect,

with each chapter, I will be makine a proposition

that the "traits" of these aesthetic influences affecting my -work
have played a definite role in alterin� my art forms.
The influences spoken about in this paper are a result of my
personal taste, and they have affected my work as a result of this
taste.

I will tie the two areas of influence and affect together by

first showi� and talking about various influences and finally by
revealing how these influences have affected my

work.

Upon completing this paper, I felt as I did when finishing my
first stone sculpture; it was a notable impression left in my memory
of life experiences.

I found the work extremely exhilarating,

and at

the same time, carried some apprehension and anxiety about the final
outco.11e.

nowever, when finls!1ed, I felt the lacor fruitful and the
v

final result pleasurefull.

The satisfaction of creating a work which

is a challenge is of great importance _to my livelihood as an artist.

ACKNOWLEOOMENT
I

wish to th3nk Dr. June Krutza, professor of ceramics at

Eastern Illinois University, for the initial help and encoura gement
�he ga"!e �e �ot c"Uly on bagi&1r1ir.ig 111y
a

definite style of work.

rewarding and

am

paper, but also on arriving at

I have found my graduate study extremely

positive it has played a decisive role in my life as

an artist and teacher.

vi

CHAPTER I

IX>MHlANT AES'fHETIC INFLUENCES
AFFECTING MY WORK AS AN ARTIST

L"Jl'RODUCTION
Explanation of Intent

The word aesthetics, as it will appear in this thesis, refers
to the impression made upon me by works of art which I accept as being
ideal, not only in beauty, but also in form.

This standpoint of

aesthetic judgement, stemming from an impression made upon an individual as an observer, is in complet8 opposition to an artist's normal
position of producing concrete works.

Consequently, I am undertaking

to exploit the study of aesthetics from the standpoint of the obseryer
rather than from that of the artist.

Similarly, it is necessary for

an artist to gather and correlate impressions of his environment,
includin& other artist• s works, which will be renected in his own
personal style.
reveal

in

This fact is essentially what I am attemptin&

to

this composition.

Areas to be covered and
reason for using these particular areas

The dominant influences affecting my work will constitute
three-dimensional art forms from three major areas:
art form::. of tha Aurigwwian-?eri::;ordian Period,

prehistoric

the art of Henry

-o-

Moore. and the art of Jean Arp.

The various examples of art which

will be covered within the context of this thesis are limited by the
fact that they are aesthetic, to a partial degree, in their relation
ship to nature.

That is each work, although man-made. has a definite

correlation to certain artistically pleasing qualities inherent in
nature.

.

These tandencies, to reflect the qualities of nature in a human

orgardzation of matter, are of utmost importance to me as ooth an artist
and as an observer.

Organic art. refering to the reflection of nature

in art. has dictated a style for me which I feel will always remain
inherent in my life.

There is an unlimited range of exploitation into

the affect of nature upon man's art, an? I intend ·to delve into this
affect using the creation of sculpture as my testing medium.
All of the forms to be covered will not only have an emphasis

upon the organic qualities of art, but will be three-dimensional since
my interest is in sculpture.

Inasmuch as the entire paper is devoted

to three-dimensional form, I would like to give my reasons for accept
ing sculpture over two-dimensional art forms.
I feel the significance of an art object occuping space,·
human occupies space,

just as a

is overwhelming from that standpoint alone.

sculpture can be embraced both mentally and physically

by

A

the observer;

it can maintain an inner life or vibrancy whi�h gives it vitality.
It is actual.

Its depth and volume are real and not implied.as in

two-dimensional work.

It grows from the matter through which it is

created and is not limited by a surface or plane.

Since it does not

require the observer to visualize it in a three-dimensional reality,
it is easier to identify with.

It has strength in its three-dimension

ality; it is structured and stands against gravity and external forces.

-

9

-

Conclusively, it represents the mind of man coagulatea: a material
thought standing eternal.
Ideas concerning the relationship of these
forms in general to my personal work
As previously mentioned, the organic quality is congruous to
the influential works cited in this composition as well as to the
Also, I have

�orks which I have completed during my graduate study.
b�t:11 in.fluenceci

by various _qualities or chara-cteristics other than

organic which are contained in prehistoric three-dimensional art and
in the art of l·1oore and Arp.
of various pieces
historic art.

Later, I will explain the relationship

have created to the work of these men and pre-

I

First, I

will

offer some explanation as to the general

appearance of the work contained so some relationship can be shown to
my

personal work.

·rhis explanation will be devoted to Chapters II-IV.

I will show the impact of primitive art upon not only
also upon the work of Moore and Arp.

work, but

Ultimately it will become

apparent how these influences have affected
or indirectly.

my

my

work, either directly

I will be comparing likenesses between

my

sculpture

and the work covered in Chapter II-IV of the thesis.
Even though the greatest influence affecting
the indirect influences of natural objects upon
be covered.

rrry

my

work is nature,

art work will not

This is due to the extreme variety of natural objects

which have formed

a

notable alteration to

my

attitude towards art.

However, many or the general characteristics of nature, one isolated
example being the budding and growth evident in Arp1s work, will
mentioned indirectly.

be

CHAPTER II
THE DESCRIP fION

AND

INFLUENCE

TH3.EE-DIMENSIONAL

OF

UPPER PALAEOLITHIC

ART

FORMS

Simplicity and rhythm, two of the dominant factors indicative of
the Upper Palaeolithic Period, have influenced my attitude towards art.
As a result, I wish to reveal the meaning and form of the Palaeolithic
statuettes.

Eventually, I

will

show the relationship of various specific·

works taken from this period, to works I ha.ve completed during

my

graduate work.
•with the tenni.nation of the last glacial period 11Wurm," (see
archaeological subdivisions illustration, p. 11) there existed a
European ciVilization called Aurignacian-Perigordian whose origin
is unknown.

Among some cultures there existed the first noticable

desire to sculpt.

It is astonishing to find that their art seems to

appear suddenly without any previous influences and very abruptly attains
a notable aesthetic excellence.•1 I feel the quantity produced during
this time is due, in part.to inspiration as a result of the discovery
of art, which rapidly spread to surrounding cultures.

This fact could

be compared to the discovery of fire or of the wheel.
This discovery of art was significant because it meant a
discovery of the visual intellect, the birth of a revealment of the

1s1evar Celebonovic, ·oid Stone Age, (Philosophical Library Inc.,
New York, 1958)·, p. J.
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inner conscience.

For the first ti.m e, this new creative gesture accom-

plished by �tone age man exposed his hidden subconscious thoughts
concerning his attitude towards his existence and his environ.�ent.
Therefore, it can be ascertained that art became the most intimate
manifestation of man.
Imagine when a concrete form was first born out of the nonexistent and when movement and meaning became possible as a result
of creating a plastic image from stone •

.

In its appearance, the form

tells us of that distant past, it rings out like an echo from the
depths of evolution and tells us of the expression of life.

This

first message has remained constant throughout the ages, and even
today is the intent of al\v artist, inc�uding myself.

Without the

realiz.ation of this significant discovery of prehistoric art, its
meaning and value somehow become less important.

I am including this

prelude not only to disclose its parallel to attitudes about creativity today, but also to strengthen the lost spirit contained within
the art of Upper Palaeolithic man.
Man for the first time sees himself through a representation in
nature, such as a rock formation or worn stone.

He learns to control

this repTesentation through size, proportions, movement, rhythm, color,
This important step is a form of magic in itself, born

and style.

from the creation of a material image personifying the intangible
intellect.
Magic united wlth art has strengthened the
authority of the artist and it is, therefore,
possible that he has been the first magician,
the first spiritual leader. He alone perhaps
had the right to hurt the image magically
with the medium of graphics, to draw the death
ly arrow on the oody of the anifi,a
. l, to wound
it b"; that magic gesture before the hunters

III

II

IV

Palaeolithic Magic; Wounded animals:
(IV) Montespan (Haute-Garonne).

(II, III) Lascaux (Dordogne);

-14-

hit it in reality. But the art of the Upper
P�laeoJithic has to be considered above all,
as an op�nins up of the soul in the picture
ci.nd as such it bring� to our eyes the �reat
ness and the beauty.
At the same time the cave paintings in Alta.mi.ra and Lascaux
were being discovered, Palaeolithic deposits in France, Spain,
Germany, Austria, Italy, and Russia were yielding countless pieces
of sni.:i.11 sculptures on bone, stone, clay, and ivory.
e;s-.�riilly \;.-.llc;;<l 1i1otili.;i.:i:·y

These works,

.i.1't by archiol.eologist, h.-.ve been the

prehistoric influence in my sculpture, and all have an unusual
similarity which will be r�veated later.
One advan�ge of mobiliary prehistoric art is that it was not
too difficult to establish the chronology of the objects by strate'

graphical data.

Cave-wall figures were rarely found covered by

deposits which would make it possible to date them culturally and
chronologically.

Also cave art is circumscribed within narrower

boundries than the distribution of objects of mobiliary art, which
extend from exceptional quantities in France, to an easterly direc
tion deep into Russia, and to England in the north.J
The Palaeolithic man utilized natural accidents.

Realism was

not a dominant creative impulse; natural formations or resembling
objects within this enviro��ent unconsciously created a stimulus
to relate to the environmental objec�of concern in his life.
fact is parallel to my personal conception of ere ativity.

This

I am

intensely motivated by shapes formed by accident which can be
2 celebonovic, 2£• cit., P• s.

31�. K. Sanders, Prehistoric Art in 6urope, (Pene;uin Books, the
Chaucer Press, London, Eng., 1968), pp. 37-40 passim.

Pech-Merle (Lot): stalagmites resembling mammo ths, which probably inspired
Palaeolithic artists in the execution of the mammoths painted in the cave.

-16-

associated to objects in reality.
In this respect, forms which resembled certain objects were
reinforced throu3h alteration.

The Palaeolithic man seemed to have

a remarkabl� t�lent for knowing exactly where to stop in working out
the plece.

His

economy is truly effective, and overworking is seldom

evident in �he examples found.
the Castillo Cave near Santander in Spain
a stalagmitic formation suggested to the Pal
aeolithic artist the figure of a bison rearing
upon its hindquarters. The formation calls
to mind the animal's massive shape with heavy
flesh and bulging muscles. The sinews of the
hind legs are distinctly visible, and a long
tail continues the humped outline of the back.
The artist added a few bold black strokes
emphasizing some further details and turned
the natural resemblance into a piece of syn
thetic description, so that the animal appears
against a b ckground lighter than the remaining
stalagmite.
In

t

This quote, one of many instances, reveals the artist's use of
economy to interpret his desired form.

Also, tbe natural distortion

of the shape is enhanced by emphasizing the massive quality of the
hindquarters.

(see illustration, p.15.)

These two facts, economy

and distortion, are also imperative in my art.

I am ambitiously

involved with these particular qualities, and therefore, was amazed
to_find that the Palaeolithic

man

was so perceptive.

The Palaeolithic artist's interest is almost exclusively
concentrated on the portrayal of single beings.

I feel this fact

was due to the isolation of formations resembling objects in reality
and the lack of the ability of the artist to visualize complex
formations of MOre than one figure.
4

Isolated figures appear more

Paolo Graziosi, Palaeolithic Art, (Faoer and Faber Inc.,
London, Eng., 1960), P• 25.
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frequentl,y and effectivaly than groups in the art ·or the period.

This

fact was important because the artist could concentrate on the quali
ties

of th�

sinr,le object and not be distracted by surrounding and

competing oo,jects.
Two theories, l:oth of which I partially .. accept, are well known

concerning

the

intent of Palaeolithic Art.

One is the previously

menti.oned fact that the arts were created as a result of a natural
impul:;�

$ Lt::u.1a.i.ug

frolll

an in.:>yiration due -to formations resemb±-1.-ng-·

objects and the other sees the product as a utilitarian activity
connected with the magic of hunting, reproduction, and etc.

The

magic theory often times influenced the appearance of the work, the
fertility goddess being one such example.

The method of conveying

an idea or theme by exaggeration is a profound and effective method
which I have adopted numerous tim�s in some of my works.
Finally, a fact that I have been preoccupied with, is that of
the inseparability of art and magic.
was in

a

To the Palaeolithic man, art

sense magical reality.

I feel that this ima9ination made

art for him greatly meaningful.

When animals or figures were made

pregnant, they actually felt it would increase the population or when
they were stabbed or depicted dieing, their spirit was killed.
Therefore,

we

may be sure that the falaeolithic artist created with

a deliberate purpose that originated in an imaginary world beyond the
bounds of concrete reality.

If the observer or sometimes the artist

of today could only grasp, to a small degree, some of the magic in
art, think how much more meaningfU.l it would become.

Personally. I

attempt, especially when I am involved in creating, to grasp the
reality of the existence of the object I am creating.

When the form

-19-

or result f ails the object dies, and along with it part of my
enthusiasm or spirit towards the form.

When the idea is tx:>rn

and developed in the form of an art work, a part of thought is
revealed with this new existence just as it was with the ,artist of
many centuries past.
In addition to the magical context, Palaeolithic art is
further characterized by tne natural materials used and the truth
to the material used.5
In the works of mobiliary art that have reached us,
the Pala artist made use. with remarkable skill,
of materials such as stone {calcite, schist, sand
stone, serpentine, etc.), bone, antlers, mammoth
tusks clay and in a few cases amber or lignctic
�
coal.
Scul�ture in the round in the form of statuettes flourished
during the early Upper Palaeolithic Period and became more ornamental
during the last phase of the period.

I am concerned strictly with

the era of simplicity and directness since it is reflected in my own
personal style.
Many times the original shape of the �..aterial used limi-tedthe artist's field in choosing his subject matter, whenever it was
not dictated for

him

by the pre-existing shape.

This consequently

caused a sort of rigidity and distortion which were generally not
unpleasant.

You will readily notice these characteristics

in

the

illustrations later shown i� this paper.
All of the pieces of Aurignacian-Perigordian, or less specifically Upper Palaeolithic Period, have some morphological details in
5

pp.

com-

oouglas Clark, P �ehistoric Europe, (Metheren, London, Eng.,19,52),
on.cit., pp. 6-11, passim.

3-21, �assim. & C�l�bonoVic;
�

0Graziosi, op. cit.,

P•

Jl.

con.

It must be remembered, however, that these statuettes in the

round exist only during the Aurignacian-Perigordian Period, and
are replaced by relief work during the Solutrean Period (see ilThe statuettes are

lustration on archaeological subdivisions, p.11).

dealing with a well defined "style" since in each specimen the same
taste and the same aesthetic sense are evident.
11 style"

is of extreme interest to me

as

This particular

an artist.

The Aurienacian-Perigordian statue�tes are almost exclusively
female between 3.5 and

22.0

cm. in height.

Some of these works if

enlarged would resemble the sculpture of Moore and Arp, especially
the figurines found in Italy (see later plates, p.39).

Approximate-

ly sixty statuettes or statuette fragments have been discovered
strewn throughout Europe and Russia, all with a remarkable similarity
in "style" • 7
As we examine the best specimens of early
sculpture we are immediately struck by the
exuberant forms carefully stressed by the
primitive artist; the statuettes--almost
invariabley nude--generally have volumi�ous
breasts, an adipose stomach and thighs,
with hips and buttocks cushioned in fat.
A proper "polysarcia" (rows of fatty tissue) localized in specific parts of the
body or, in some cases, affecting it all,
together with an accentuation of the pubic
region, is the dominant note in these sculp
tures; notwithstanding such exaggeration-
which in some cases is quite monstrous--the
final result is often amazingly well-balanced,
showing taste and a sense ot reality.a
In addidtion to the balance and sense of reality, the aesthetic
gracefulness, simplicity and compactness of the figurines are superb.
7Ibid., PP• 33-6.

8Ihi.rl� •

Jh

46:

-21-

The legs are fused together and all the known statuettes lack feet.
Arms are often missing or are undersized and bent inwards resting
on the soft belly or enormous breasts.

There is always extreme

compactness, in fact no examples that I have seen have any interior holes separating one area from the other as
of Moore.

we

find in the work

The heads are of varied shapes fitting the needs of the

body; sometimes they are roundish, oval, oblong or even conical.
Adding to the simJ.>licl L.Y

u.f the

shapes used for parts of the body,

the features are only suggested arousing i n the Viewer a question as
It is as though the figµres are

to the exact meaning of expression.

coated with a plastic shell or cocoon which they are eternally
attempting to break to reveal their inner vitality and true identity.
The accentuation of certain features due to importance, e.g., the
bre�st and public area, often leads the artist

to disregard other,

e.g., arms, feet, and head, so that realistic representation is
abandoned even though its influences still remain.

This discarded

realism is replaced by the symbolism of fertility and a few characteristic traits conveying its identity.

The only area sometimes treated

with an attention other than exaggeration, is the hair which �;be
divided into little braids, as in the Venus of classempouy, or arranged
in symmetrical circles, as in the Venus of Willendorf,9 (see illustrations pp. 2), J2).
The artist achieves his intent by emphasizing cert3in parts
of the body relating to femininity and neglected or barely su�gested
others that were not of interest.

This fact is paralleled by many

of the contemporary sculptors today; for example, the aspects of
9oraziosi, op. cit., p.
-

-

)8-40.
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rocks or bones are emphasized in Moore's work while distinct
features or proportions are neglected.
The exuberant fleshiness, full of life and
feoling; the sense of female fulfilment
radiating from the little masterpieces, un
equivocally revaals that the end sought by
the artist was an expression of fertile
femininity--maternity in its ful.lest, most
absolute sense.10
The startling distortion of these figurines does not yield a grotesque

fullness, an erotic stimulation of the glorious individualism of
women in genera1.11

The artist reveals his lust for and glorification

of the vibrant qualities of womanhood so permeated with the breath
of life and reproduction.

This fact is evident from the title,

"Venus" given to the figurines by the early archaeologists who felt
they represented the p�rsonification of feminine charms in those

remote and backward times.
As previously mentioned, alllost all of the sculpture in the
round were female figurines.

Creation of female figures was due to

the opinion that the sculpture was generally done by males who
blamed the female for the lack of adequate or strong and healthy
off-spring.

Having a monopoly on sculpture production, the male

probably found more satisfaction from reproducing a female rather than
male image.
The first statuettes found in the Aurignacian-Perieordian
Mstyle" of which I am concerned were unearthed in France in 1892.
'rhey became famous, affecting some of the artists' work during that

11

celet:xmovic, 21?.• ill• ,

P•

13 .

..

.

--..---.

VIII

VII

IX
Aurignacian-Perigordian S culpture: Bassempouy (Landes):
enlarged almost 4 ti.mes; IX, ivory female torso .
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time, and in 1897 brought to light more sculptures and fragments
found at "Grotte du Pape11 at Bassempouy, Landes, 12 {see location map,
P•

17).

An

evaluation of ono of the more interesting pieces, (see p.23)

which consists of the rieht thig� and part of the stomac� is revealed heres
Unfortunately only a fragm�nt has survived,
but it is sufficient to reveal the artist's
technical skill and acute sensitivity. We
are struck by the manner in which the swelling thigh is joined to the convex, fleshy
pubis, by the softness expressed in the
treatment of tr.� stomach and hips, and the
rc�r.d ::r.c:..s.:;;;;3 e&t.:.va the:1u. Oi-11.Y at1
exe:uni.nation
of the origional can do justice to the artistry with which the material was treated in
its polished surfaces.13
The small head which is severed from the body but is undeniably
part of it, is characterized by a definite stylization; the mouth"
is not suggested, nor are the eyes under the forcefully designed
eyebrows, the neck is gracefully long and slender with thick braids
effectively rendered by deeply engraved 'lines.14
In most Perigordian figurettes the features of the head, when

they are suggested, follow the simplicity mentioned in the previous
paragraph.
alone.

.

Therefore, this work is important from that standpoint

Only the bare essentials are added to disclose the facial

structure.

As a result, the following description rendered would

amply apply to many of the developments of the face in AurignacianPerigordian sculpture, with only slight specific alterations made in
proportion and shape for each one.

It must be noted here, however,

that the remaining artists, especially those in the Italian regions,

12Graziosi,

21!• ill•• P• 47.

lJibid., P• 47.
14Ibid., p. 46.

-.

.

I

Venus of Lespugue (Haute-Garonne):

X, original piece
XI, restored cast.

viewed

from three sides,
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omitted facial description altogether treating the head as a cone,
sphere, or free-form roundish shape.
Each of the figurines which will be ana)i'�ed i� this chapter
have some direct or indirect influence upon my wc:>rk and later their
specific characteristics will be related to·: niy personal work.

An

example is the suggested features of the Bassempouy Venus, p. 23.
Every one, therefore, is significant not only because of its archaeological value, but also because of its r�lationshi� Emel influence to
my work.

The next statuette, taken in geographical order, is the famous
Venus of Lespugue, (see location map, p. 17) .

1922, being 47

tllJll.

It was found intact in

in height, and carved from a mam.�oth tusk. 15

We are struck at once by the three-dimensional
composition of this curious piece of sculpture,
based on the super-imposition of spheroid mas
ses rhythmically related:
a composition that
greatly transcends tile accepted limits of ana
tomical realism, clearly showing a tendency
towards stereometric abstraction; yet the mon
sterous female figure, enormously bloated in
its lower half and exceedingly slender from
the waist up, ha great expressiveness and
i6
perfect balance.
Lik• the majority of the Venuses, there is an inter-play of
volurnns between the central massive area and �he two tapering ends, (sea
p. 25.).

The upper chest area and the lower back region form equal-

izing concave areas opposed to the bloated convexity of the central
part.

The horizontal rotation formed by the repeated spherical masses

is truly effective in br�nging coherence to the total piece.

The

pubic re$ion, forming a triangle, is offset by the outgrowth of the
l
5Ibid., P• 48.
l6Ibid., P• 48•
.

-

XIV

llll
Sculpture of the Aurignacian-Perigordian type found in

sandstone statuette of Chiozza;

XIV,

Italy:

XII, XIII,

the steatite statuette of Trasimeno.
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breasts· from the chest making the piece very wel� balanced.

It appears

as if the figurine is made of a flexible material which has been blown
up l\ke a balloon and could be let down at any time.

The form is ended

by the foreshortened, joined legs which, like all Aurignacian-Perigordian

statuettes, end in a footless point.

This form I feel, more

than any of the others, greatly resembles Jean Arps work nin the round
especially his work entitled Classical Sculpture done in 1960, (see
Arp's plates, p, 105).
(It you have noticed from the previous paragraph, I have given
my

own interpretation of the illustration preceeded by a direct

quote taken from a particular source concerning the description of
each figurine.

I will continue to follow a similar system of organ-

ization in the future.
nize

I have mentioned this here so you will recog-

my point of view as well as the author's in the book I
Found in a pile of stones removed from

a

am

using.)

brick-pit near Chiozza,

(see location map, p.17). the Chiozza Venus measures 20.5 cm., one
of the largest, and is carved from a block of felsiticmecaceous sandstone, (see p. 27).

It appears to be inscribed in a parallelepiped,

a prism shape whose bases are parallelograms; more than likely due
to the stone's original shape than to the artist's attempt to use
the greatest volume.

Its general appearance immediately calls to mind

the Palaeolithic Venuses since it lacked strategraphical evidence to
prove its chronological dating.17
Some par�icular features reveal the resemblance to other statuettes such as the mushroom-like featurel�ss head which is tilted
slightly forward, the stupendous breasts, the.neGlected shrunken arms,
l7
D. Dc;:a.ni,
P• 160.
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Trasimeno Verros:

enlarged approximately 3 times its actual size of 3.7 cm.

3<?

-

-

and the joined legs, (true with the Lespugue, Willendorf and Fagarino
Venuses).

It differs in that it is more rigidly and summarily carved
resembling Prehistoric Mexican Sculpture.

The stomach and hips lack

the massiveness attributed to most Venuses and the legs are more massive without any foreshortening or tapering off.
The Trasimeno Venus.

looati011, (soc

(see p.

lo(;atiof1 w.av, V•

29),

17),

named for the Lakr Trasi.Dleno

was found in circUI11Stances even

more uncertain than the Chiozza Venus.

It appeared in a collection

of flint artifacts collected by an amateur, and therefore, also can
not be typologically classified as a result of lack of stratigraphical
evidence.

However, it is classified of the Aurignacian-Perigordian

type o n morpholo.gical grounds alone.18
It is distinctively unusual because
end uppermost.

can be viewed with either

it

Carved in soft soapstone and only

J.7

cm. high,

Breuil, an expert in the field, felt that it was purposely carved
Also, the torso lll.ight have phallic

to be stood in both positions.

connotations when viewed from either angle.

The organization of

this ambiguous piece is such that the equivocal representations are
possibly artistic genius, if

intentionally

created for this purpose.

The work has a notable silll.ilarity to Henry Moore's Torso,

(see

p.69),

the mutilated, disproportionate fema.le·figure, even though his work
retains its head.

Like the Trasimeno Venus, the whole composition

of Torso.is imbued with an aura of the superhuman and mysterious

qualities.�9

It also shows a relationship to Arp' s Hurlow, 1957,

18Jraziosi,

22• £ii••

P•

161.

l9GeorGe Fredrich Wingfield Deeby,
and Faber, London, Eng.,
P•

1955),

2)1.

The

Art of

Henry Moore,.

(Faoer

Jl

-

-

which resembles a torso capable of being turned either way and still
not loosin; its torso-like qualities,
pp. 69 and82 ) .

20

(see Moore ' s and Arp ' s plates,

Both pieces consist o f a cylindrical form with breasts

and buttoc�s bulging . out from the main shape.
The next work of significance, perfectly preserved in all its
parts and showin5 traces of red-ochre paint, is the Venus of Willendorf from Austria,

(see location map, p. 17) , one of the masterpieces

of Palaeolithic Sculpture.

It measures 11 cm. in height;

c�rved in

calcareous limestone, and was found in an archaeological layer assumed
to be l'eri15or�an.
it is

Being closer to the Russian statuettes of Gagarino ,

a squat abese woman with a roundish head covered by long braids

wound in spirals,

( se e p. 32 ) .

The work overall is modeled with per-

feet anatomical realism showing an extraordinary artistic maturity,
and from any angle the perfectly treated volumes circumscribe a well
balanced outline.

The admirable anatomical details, mainly the exces-

sive adipose tissue, and the dimples near the anupit and under the
buttocks helps confirm that the Palaeolithic Artist· sometimes accom
plished his work by using a living model.

21

This s tatuette more than any other denotes the

living, urgent necessity felt by the artist to
express the attributes o f triumphant female
Before a
flesh and extol po�ential maternity.
worl< of art like the i.'illendorf Venus we are
inclined to �r:>nder whether, in that remote pre
historic moment, the Aurignacian-Perigordian
Sculptors had not already refined their artistic
talent t�rour;h a lon;; technical experience and
in accordance with definite aesthetic cannons;
in short, through a proper school of art. 22
20

sir Edward Read, The Art of Jean
1968) , p . 98.

�

21.vrazio i, 212• cit. ,
22

Ibid. , p. 56.

P• .54.

Arp, (N. H.

Abrams, New York,
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The calcareous Venus of Willendorf (Austria).
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Furt�1errnore, the hair style and crudely mark.ed bracelets around

the forearm divulBe that these stone age men had a comparatively advanced system of decorating the body.

Also, to substantiate this theoryy

red paint, obviously used for cosmetic decoration o r arti�tic work,
was found with the skeleton of the " homo Aurignacensis• of the Perigordian Era.
The resemblance between the Willendorf Venus and some of the
Russian ivory statuettes found in the Gagarino deposit

�s

8urprising_

considering the great distance that separates the two regions.

The

Gagarino Figures were excavated from a deposit which . consisted of the
foundations of a subterranean Palaeolithic dwelling. at a depth of
1 . 5 m�- below the ground leve1, 2 3 (see location map, p. 17 ) .
The Gagarino Figures have the same basic proportions, and the hair,
the same spiral except indicated by dotted lines, as the Willendorf
Venus.

The only difference is the manner in which the. arms are held,

with the elbows resting on the chest and hands lifted toward the mouth.
in an extremely unusual position for Palaeolithic works.

I feel, this .

fact either suggests eating or prohibiting speech by covering the mouth.
It is significant because it illustrated what positioning of the body.
can do for suggestion in the human form, and is the first attempt of
the Palaeolithic Man to achieve expression in this manner.

This prin-

ciple is later greatly exploited by many famous artists up to todays art.
Four female ivory statuettes were found in the Avdejevo deposit
in Russia, (see p. 35) .

Two

of the figures are merely roughed out.

another is in a fairly advanced stage and the fourth is finished.
Th� differ from the majority of the Venuses in that they are slender
i
. t .• • p. 58 •
23urnz
"
.osi, £.E• £.1...
.

-34and develop in a vertical rather than a transverse sense..-

The

legs, also long and slender, are executed with a �Vid realism and
divide immediately beneath the knee, also an unusual characteristic
'

for Palaeolithic Figurines.
The last group of specimens were found in a deposit of the
alluvial terra·ces of the Balaia River in the village o f Malta,
Siberia.

;

They consist of eleven anthropomorphic female· statuettes

and five either stylized birds of human figures,
most probable.
compared

The works,

the latter being the

carved of bone, are long, rigid, and crude

to European statuettes , however, the likeness in undeniably

similar.
The five stylized human fonns,
concern,

(see P•

JS) ,

to me are of main

These figures reveal the gradual elimination of concrete

expressions

to a level of abstraction.

from stylized figurines

to

They could be the transition

a later level of purely decorative patterns

which were engraved or sculptured.

Thus the evolution of art con

tinued until the female figure , greatly exploited in the -AurlgriacianPerigordian Period, i s very rarely portrayed; on the few occasions
that it is, it is expre ssed in a primitive, clumsy form lacking the
delicate and skillfull appearance of the preVious era.

Ornamental

sculpture, therefore, dominates the l�st phase of the Upper Pal
aeoli thic--the Magdalenian--Era,
illustration, p.

11),

(see archaeological subdivision

when work in the round becomes a scarcity.24

The human figure is not dealt with extensively again until the advent
of the Egyptian Civilization during the Neolithic Period when it
returns in a stiff, geo�etric manner.
240 r.'.l.Zl.O
.
S l.
.1

£E• il_•
. t , P• J
�9•
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Aurignacian-Perigordian Scuplture found in Russia: XX-XXIII , ivory statuettes
Gagarino, near Tambov; XIV, Malta, near Lake Baikal (Siberia) .
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simplicity of the Perigordian Period remains as a truly individual
istic

rn.ilf!t!niu:m

which has remarkably infiuenced the modern artist

of today.
Hence, these stylized figures from Malta represent a transition
to abstract decoration.

Their peculiar shapes bring to mind the

standing figures of .Moore ' s . known as the Glenkin Crosses, which, like
the Palaeolithic forms waver somewhere between animal and human, the
s.:nsual and the sublime, ( see Moore' s·-prates , p.75) .---BO-th form a

general cross shape with Moore ' s form bulging more at the appenditure,
and the prehistoric works assuming a longer "neck•.

In addition, there

is a monumental quality associated with the form of each developing
through the upright motif created by the partially fluted shaft.25
Now that I have dealt with the form and content of the Aurignacian
Perigordian works, I feel this wilr·give a better background with
which to relate to the various influences which have affected
sonal work.

my

per

Therefore, later when I relate the influences of various

Palaeolithic works with my own work, it will be more clear exactly
how prehistoric art has effected

my

work.

I would like to note here that the prehistoric zoomorphic
sculptures are not dealt with in this paper for a number of reasons.
First and primarily, because I am concerned with the Palaeolithic
human form only, due to utilization of' the human figure as the
central theme in my work.

Secondly,

no

animal statuettes which have

been found in the various prehistoric artifact regions can oe classi
fied either typologically or morphologically in the Aurignacian
Perigordj_an Period, and therefore, lac� the simplicity and directness. ·
2 5Deeby, 2£• cit. ,

P•

197.

"Steatopygia" found in the Balzi Rossi figurines.
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in which I

am

interested.26

Thirdly, most are more decorative and

lack the three-dimensional quality because they are generally found
as a relief on

a

stone, spear, or other article.

Although they are

equally considered portable or mobiliary art, they just do not compare
artistically to the Perigordian female statuettes.
The Mother Goddesses or " Venuses" utterly abandoned and never
likely to bP. caressed by human hands again, lay under many feet of
sediment for thousands of years.

Their discovery has definitely been

a milestone in the events of the present day art world, not to mention their historical importance.

Nothing is more belittling than to

think how nature has buried layer after layer of man' s past, locking
whole eras beneath rock too hard to pick.

The archeological results,

when and if they are discovered, prove to be a stratified unveiling
of past civilizations; crude tools and weapons of the Lower and Middle
Palaeolithic Period; the first artifacts of the Upper Palaeolithic Era;
polished weapons, pottery, and metals of the Neolithic Age; and so on
up through the twilight of man'<ind.27

Each influencing the preceeding

generation of artists.
To ourselves, accustomed to rapid technological and intellectual change in which more new ideas and materials occur in twenty
years than �rehistoric man had known in twenty-thousand, progress
seems like nothing more than a drawn 'out process.

But if we compare

the fifteen thousand years of the U pper Palaeolithic Era to the
five or so million years of man' s previous evolution, their advance26oraziosi,

.2.ll •

.£11. , p. 60.

2'1Abbe H. !3reuil, Four Hundred Centuries of Cave Art, (Fernand
Wendels, France , 19 52 ) , Vi·o 2-li., 2J0-2 Jl, pas:::im.
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ment appears as extremely significant and accelerated.
With the replacement of the cruder, less intelligent Neander�thal Man by the men with the neat familiar skull , we carry around
with us on our shoulders today, advancement had occured at a rapid
rate.

The advancement of sculpture, my primary concern, was indeed

suprisingly logical and systematic, as you have seen from the illustrations .
A s man had become adept at producing tools from flint, bone, or
wood, the inevitable transition had come about, the artistic creation
of his own image .

Perhaps as h e had carved a tool from flint.- an

accidental chip revealed a face which was reinforced, or perhaps as
he had hunted for stones for implements or weapons he came upon a
vague suggestion of the figure which eventually became his own art
work through strengthening of its description.

No matter how they

were discovered, their delicate aesthetic quality has definitely had a
noticeable

influence on rrry work .

These small carvings also h;id

served the purpose of being mobiliary since the Perigordian ' s were
nomadic.

This factor probably had been the main reason for the

pieces being light and portable as well as limited in size.28
To see one of the famous figurines in · a
glass case in a museum is something of a sur
prise.
In photographs they are monu.�ental;
in fact, gre�t figures which looked from the
photograph as if they might have been carved
by Henry Moore or Mario �arini, are tinI
enough to lie on the palm of the hand . 2�
The location as wsll as the fact of portability had affected
the material used.

20-.

. .

" . l 01 a . ,

p.

7 ;. .

Eastern and Southern Europeans had carved from

_ij.1-

limestone, soa?stone, sandstone , or the harder flint while those
from Northwestern Europe and Russia had carved in mammo th ivory,
terracotta, or bone.

But no matter what the material used, the

Perigordian man had responded amazingly to artistic judgement in
his human forms .

JO

The exploitation of Palaeolithic art influences during the
As pre

20th century has been due primari�y to two main factors.

viously mentioned, in the late 19th and early 20th century prehistoric artifacts were unearthed which had a profound effect on the art
world; it could be compared to the discovery of Pompeii and other
Classical Greek cities which had caused the Neo-classical Movement
in �he 18th century.

Picasso was the first to generate

enthusiasm

an

towa rd the discovery, and was quickly followed by other artists, among
them Henry Moore and Jean Arp.

Secondly, modern society has developed

a taste for the simplicity reflected in Palaeolithic Art.

Living in

a highly complex world, challenging every action, highly mechanized
and progra.mI11e d, moving faster and faster, creating . unusual stress and
.

. ..

•

..;.'\

.¥'

.. -

strain until man operates under near breaking-point condlti.on.s; t�ere
.l

••

.

develops a reaction to and a release from this busy, noisy, and - �ngested world through simplicity.

This simplicity can be found in the

art of today which has always been a sort of release for man.

The

prehistoric man, as well as we today, found the inspiration for simpli.

city in art through nature , pure and unadulterated, and emphasizing
the minimll!ll or barest essentials.
Palaeolithic Man represented his ideas in the simplist and
most direct way possible, and finally, we are returning to this
)0

Graziosi , .££ • cit. , pp. J2-48, passim.

effic ient and economical way of expressing our selves •
a long, hard climb,

but we

beauty in unadornment.

.

It has been

are at last realizing that the r e is

This fact, however , is still not accepted in

our vocabulary as both WP.ester ' s

New

Collegiate Dictionary and. Roge t ' s

College Thesaurus ref e r to simple as artless.
Palaeolithic art has cer tainly had a direct influence in
affecting the simplicity and style of my·,art, as you wi�.l later s ee
from examples of my work.

I sincerely hope, after

chapter on Palaeolithic Art you are as deeply

reading t.hi s

affected

by it as I

was at the time I read it in Pri�itive Art, Palaeolithic Art, · and
other books refered to in this chapte r .

CHAPTER III

INTRODUCTION

TO AND INFLUENCE

OF THE ART OF HENRY

MOORE

As I previously mentioned, the directness and purity of
Aurignacian-Perigordian Prehistoric Art greatly appealed to and
influenced many twentieth century artists.
Henry Moore.
art forms ,

Among these artists was

Although Moore was influenced by a variety or primitive

(Old i1exican, Columbian, Minoan, Egyptian, Cycladic,

Etruscan, Sumerian , Easter Islandic, etc. ) , there are central themes
or styles which tie all these works and primitive art in general
together.

They are the themes of abstraction,

exaggeration, truth of material and unity.

symbolism, simplicity,

The art or ancient civil

izations the world over can be traced back to prehistoric beginnings,
which helped in one aspect or another to bind it together.
as if man,

compacted in the beginnin3,

It appears

developed a style whose influe

nces remained even though he gradually spread to all parts of the globe.
Perhaps it was, and is, the artis t ' s inner need to search for
the roots of his existance which caused the influences of past art,
even up to the present day.

However , present art llrork s , including

those of Henry Moore, will never really be primitive works, even
though they capture that origi.nall

naivety.

This is due to the fact

that civilized man cannot unlearn all that he has learned, ridding
himself o f intellectual discoveries which have become a part of his
nature.

Fo� art is the expression of the artis t ' s collective thoughts

-44-

and ideas.

For Moore or any other artist to exclusively imitate

primitive art would be for them to reject all these collective thoughts and ideas, and to become a producer,

not

would not only Violate the rules of logic,

a

This

creator of art.

.

but also be c?ntrary to

3
their own nature . 1
Primitive art appealed to Henry Moore as well as others because
o f its inner vitality.
t.o

li1"e as possible, a

and

It was made as direct

and

immed�3te in response

channel for expressing impo rtant belie1·s ,

hopes,

fears.
It is art before it got smothered in trim

mings and surface decorations,

before

in

spiration had flagged into technical tricks
and intellectual conceits. 32

Exaggeration

and distortion were not considered flaws in the

works of the primitive artist;

he was not suppressed into duplicating

his figures in

a realistic manner

created out of

a

his mankind.
he

had

to impress his commissioner.

He

direct spiritual want to somehow better the needs of

H i s mind was not clouded by false attitudes

one intent,

to

very simply expres s , in

a

and

decisions;

personal manner,

the

immediate irnpulses of hi:s desire.
Moore first learned of Old Mexican and African Negro Sculpture ,
both showing a great resemblance to Palaeolithic Art, through Roger
Fry ' s book Vision and Design which was found in the reference library

at

Leeds School of Art in London.

From Fry ' s essays tW'O major premises,

�full three-dimensional reali zationM ,
greatly exploited by Moore

York,

City,

in

and

his work.

" truth to material" are

Concerning primitive art,

31.Dougl«s Fraser, Primitive
1962 ) , pp. 2-9, passim.

Art,

32J .

(New York Universe Books ,

P. Hodin,

New York,

He!'lry Noore,

)

19.59 ,

p.

6.

later

(Doubleday , Garden City, New

New Yori<
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Fry once stated the following:
the

power to

create expressive plastic form is one of the greatest

hwnan achieve�ents,
admit that

in a

• . •

•

so that it seems unfair

be

to

certain nameless savages have possessed this
than we at this moment, but

higher degree

have eYer

"We have the habit of thin!{ing that

possessed

it. "33 Fry contended that

than

forced to

not only

power

we as a nation

the difference

between

primitive art and our own lies in the emphasis. Our emphasis is affected

by preferences which mark the nobility of man, or the qualities

which we admire most, while the primitive man was affected only by
the dictates of pure plastic design. For example , limbs are redu c e�
to

a succession of

of planes in a way

void

masses and the body

that suggests

forms

an impressive sequence

the primitive figurines of Falaeo-

lithic Man were not mere echoes of actual figures,

but

possessed an

inner life of their own.
Fry ' s Vision

and

Design led Moore

to

other books on ancient

sculptures of all kinds, and most important
where Moore spent most of his weekends

to

during

London. Objects in the museum which had a

the. British Museum
the

first half

profound

year in

effect upon Moore

were the monumental impressiveness of the Egyptian Sculpture, the
still naturalness of the Archaic Greek seated female

figures, the

bull-like grandeur and held-in energy of the Sumerian Sculptures, and
finally the richness of

.

form

and simplicity of the Palaeolithic

Carvings. 34
33Roger Fry, Aspects of Primi tiva �1an, (Document excerpt from a
review of an exhibition at Chelsia oook Club, Lond�n, Eng. , 1920) , p.5.
34James .Johnson Swei:ney, H en::,• !'!O'.">rc ,

(In collaboration with t.ne'
Art Institute of Chicago , Museum of �iodern Art Inc . , New York, New
York , 1947 ) , pp. 14-16, passim.
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These wor�s of primitive peoples kindled the fire of creativity
which Moore had so amply used.

He had become aware that prehistoric

art was more tnnn mere crudeness and incompetence, but that i t made
a straight-forward statement. 35
He realized that 11like beauty true sim
plicity is an unselfconscious virtue; it
cones by t:1e way and can never be an end
in its�lf" . And for him "the most strik
irie; quality corruaon to all primitive art is
its intense Vitality.'' All art, "he came
t.o feel'' , has its roots in the primitives,
or eise it becomes decadent , the tradition
of early Italian art was sufficiently in
the blood of Masaccio for him to strive
for realism and yet retain a primitive and
grandeur simplicity.J6
When a scholarship made it possible for Moore to travel abroad,
the first place he wanted to go was to Africa, and finding that
" not allowa.ble" he traveled to Italy with the idea that he was not
going

to

be captured by the Renaissance.

There he pursued the simple

monumental forms primarily of Hasaccio, making copies for a half an
hour every day.
Moore had been influenced by many artists,

but

he had been

most

moved by the hard solemnity of prehistoric sculpture, especially
that of the Old Mexican Sculpture.

In it, features are simple and

subordinate just as in the Perigordian Venuses.

He, like the Pre-

historic Mexican or Palaeolithic Artist, was interested in the
rounded, solid shapes into which arti'stic life builds itself. 37
Moore felt that the fifth century Greecian realistic ideal of
beauty was only a dieression from the main world tradition found
.
35Sweeney, 2.E•
P•

J7:i:bid. ,

�· • P• 15.

15.

P• 18.
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in

To

previous prehistoric sculpture.

be

realistic allows little

leew2.y in which to be creative; to be creative, he felt was to fonn
an

object

wh:'.. ch

is vi t.al,

fresh,

related the full creative process to
asse:-::.::rn

•
. -·

.

.!. c h ! fe e l

alive ._38

new and

birth

fits in very nicely

I have analogously

and life in · the following
at this

point:

In the

bee;inning tl�e for::-: is conceived, growing in the mind of its parent;

it i s finally delivered from the
its

growing

intangible

to

the

t�ngible.

During

process its change and discipline are affected oy the hands

of its cre�tor until at last it is completely matured.

Free from the

moldinb hands of par�nthood , i t is now an independent identity stc.lnding and influencing the world by its own personality and appearance.

If accepted, the world remembers

i.t;

if rejected it is soon forgotten.

Moore was interested in this birth and life not only
development of his art, but also in the subject
As

we follow tloore' s development, we see that

of Mother
The
to

and

matter

two main

in the

which he
themes ,

used.
that

Child and Reclining Figures, dominate his world of art.

evolution of his work also follows

Picasso ' s except

a

little less

a

definite pattern, comparable

explicit.

His

early

sculptures

from 1922-25, configurations of the mother-child theme, reveal the
influence of primitive art,
predominate.

even

though

naturalistic elements still

If we compare the reclining figure,

"Chae Mool ,

'rhe

Rain Spirit" from Mayan New Empire Art, with his Reclining Woman done

in

1929, then the primitive influence seems self-evident and explana tory. 39
One

room after another i� the British
Museum took my enthusiasm. The Royal
8
3 Sweeney, �·

.

cit. , p. 19.

39Eri ch i�eumann,

Books,

New

Yo rk ,

New

The Archetyp::i l �-lorld of Henry Moore, (Pantheon
1959), pp. 14-15.

York,

I

XXVIII
Chae

Mool, The Rain Spirit.

Mayan, 948-1697

xnx

Reclining Figure, Henry Moore
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College o f Art meant nothin,; in compar
ison.
But not till after three months
did things begin to settle into any pat
t�rn of reality fo r me.
Till than every
thing was wonderful--a new world at every
turn• • • And after the first excitement it
was the art of ancient Hexico that spoke
to me most.
And I 'Cimi t clearly and
frankly that early Mexican art formed my
views of carving as much as anything I
could do.40
At this point you may be wondering what the influence of
pri mi t.i vP

::irt.

llf'"'"" Mn0r'='

h.:i�

t.o do 'l.dth his influ'?noe9 upon

Tll� .

I f I can understand just a little the influences of prllnitive art upon
a previously and now successful artist, then this might generate
some foresight in me, so th4.t I too might become a better artist.
What is �zing is that when I chose to use the influences of prehistoric art upon my work, I did not have any idea it had influenced

the «rt of so many other artists!

I thought the influence of P-.laeo-

lithic Art wuld be something that would be unique and new in my paper;
the realization that Moore and Arp had delved into its influences was
somewhat of a buildup and a letdown at the same time.

It was a

buildup knowing that some outstanding artists had previously used the
same influences

to

stir the notions they had about ideas toward art

and their work; it was a letdown knowing that I was not the first one
to be �fected by the aesthetic qualities found in prehistoric art,
something that should have been expec�ed.
I have found a close par�llel of my ideas to many concepts
Moore has expressed.

Perhaps this factor, and the similarity of my

work to his, even before I knew him, was the reason for my choosing

4-0ronel Jian:
: rn, He'!'lry Moore, ( Tudo r Publishin� Co. Inc . ·, Ne�

York , 1963 ) , P• 25.
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him 's the dominant artist whose pieces have affected my attitude
toward my work .

Now I know what my first sculpture instructor meant

when he encouraged me to find material and illustrations on the art
o f Henry Moore.

Mat"l.y of his works are to me the ultimate epitome

of perception and aesthetic taste.

It is al.most as though I had

visualized them in a dream before I had actually seen them in a book
or gallery.
!'!core ' s reflection cf Mexi.c:ln Art is

tude I had toward his art:

ver:,• similar

to the atti-

11Mexican Art, as soon as I found it,

seemed to me true and right, perhaps because I at once hit on similarities in it with some eleventh-centuny carvings I had seen as a boy
on Yorkshire churches . n 41

I too h4ld seen similarities of Moore ' s

work to cliffs, canyons, hills, and caves I had explored in the

lndian4 woods as

�

bey.

?erh�ps it is the ide� of explcr�tion in

his work which entrances me most.

Each hole and crevice is an area

to be explored.
In working with the form, Moore utilizes the principle of exploration to its greatest extent.

At one time or another, every artist

has to explore the unknown or he would never really be creating anything new.

His �ative Yorkshire explorations had a profound affect

upon the explorative quality later to appear in Moore ' s work.
Perhaps what influenced me ,most over want
ing to do sculpture in the open air and to
relate it to landscape cornes from my youth
in Yorkshire; seeing the Yorkshire moors,
seeing I remember a huge natural outcrop of
stone at a place near Leeds which as a boy
L'ilpressed me tremendously--i t has a power
ful stone, somethitlJ like Stonehenge has--

-51-

�nd �lso the slag he•ps of the Yorkshire
mining villaees, the slag heaps which for
me as a boy, as a young child, were like
moum:.ains. Perhaps. those impressions
when you' re yount; are what count.42

As exploration evolves, adv�ncement reinstates the ability to
think in t�e round, and planes, volumes and space are organized to
make ust: of the li:;;ht which fall� on the sculpture.

The undulation

of light and dark created by the effect of light upon the form. and

mentally with his eyes and mind, and physically with his hands or
tools.

The o bserver later repeats this exploration visua�ly with

his eye movement about the piece.

The visual exploration of Moore ' s

work is to me almost as exciting as my own personal physical explorative creativity.

The difference being, in the latter case I am

involved not only physically, bu� mentally as well, so that the
combination of the two creates a stimulation called, in more popular
terms , total involvement.

I do not receive half the fascination reading about the works
and ideas of Moore that I do in looking at and visually exploring

his . photographs of works, or better yet, the actual works.

Allow

yourself to examine thoroughly a random choice of Moore ' s work; see
if this visual exploration does not lead to a deeper aesthetic appreciation of the work and a transposing of �our thoughts from a twodimensional photograph to a three-dimensional work of profound organization and unity.
Moore attempts to build an orderly relationship of forms within
sculpture to express his ideas.
·
42J ianou,
£.U• ..£1...
t · • p•
.

8

•

Quite often changes in conception,
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intellect, and exploration cause explicit alterations of his
work.

Any creation is dictated by a personal aesthetic judgement

which evolves as a result of the artist ' s influences and stimulus.
Therefore, a certain amount of exploration is necessary to complete
the form.

rn· M�ore' s case, the humanist organic element of explora-

tion is the despotic element for all his work .
with Herbert Read, Moore once re�lied:

In a conversation

"Each .particular carving I

make takes on in my mind a human, character and personality, and
this personality controls its design and formal qualities, and
ll14kes me satisfied or dissatisfied with the work as it develops . " 4)
In the case of Fa:r.ily Group, ( the photostatic copier does it
a great injustice ) , notice how the visual exploration is created by
the eyes being carried around the sculpture by the sweeping lines
of the figures.

The two parents form a dar�, inner-hollow area

from whence emerges the two children, developing a flowing semicircle at the base of the hollow area.

The three . holes at the

bottom create supporting pillars for the masses above it, and by
repetition and balance enhance the work greatly.

The overall com-

position is unusually strict for Moore, and has the undeniable
quality of oeing consciously composed.

The members are gener,lly

all devoid of individual parts, a common aspect of Palaeolithic Art.
t.h e total expression of the "group i s mute, each member indifferent
to the other, also, many times revealed in primitive art.

The

man ' s shoulders forni a visual bridge accenting the thick neck and
small head, while the womans hollow chest is interrupted by the
frui tfu.lness o f her b1�eas t s , anJ ht;; r long flowint::; hood joins her

4JSweeney, 212•

cit . ,
.

p..

34•

.

.,

l
•

J

('
.

•

xxx

Family Group, Henry Moore.

' · '
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rhythm�tic movement, rep�ated by the joined arms of

the children and the long sweeping arm of the male.

The overall

theme beinJ one o f rhythm and balance with the holes and depressed
areas creJ.ting the t�1ree-dimensional exploration.
There are three fundamental. poses of the
hu�an figure.
One is standing, the other
is seated, and the third is lying down.
Now if y0u like to carv� the human figure
in stone, as I do , the standing pose is
no good.
Stone is not so strong as bone,
•nu t.ile i l�ur� w.i.11 ure-.k of.f -.I:. the
aru<les
and topple over.44
Moore overcomes this problem of weak ankles in Family Group

by

the legs : of both the seat and the t-wo parents joining a thick base
a t the bottom of the sculpture .
The sculpture, not cast in its final version until 194�
even thou,;h a working-model was made in 1945, is directly related to
the Mother and Child series, with the exception of the male figure
which i s very rarely found in Moore ' s work.

The artist had just

completed his Madonna and Child, before beginning .on this new s·culPture.

Showing the same concern for ovoid symmetry, the knees form

a peak upon which rests their off-spring.

I t is definitely a strong

sense of rhythm that gives unity to this composition. 45
Without achieving the noble grandeur of the
Madonna, the Family Group has hieratic solem
nity.
I t is a powerful work , of fine sculp
A whole sel'ies followed o n
tural quality.
the same therr.a. 4 6
I have dealt wit.h an isolated ex�ple of Moore ' s work quite
44a. Groruri.nn ,
4.5Jianou,
-4

6.±._bid ,

Henry Moore,

2£• ill · . P• 40 .

P • 40.

(H� N. Abrams, New Yor�, 1958 ) , pp.141-142 .
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extensively to show aesthetic qualities of his wo.rk which I consider characteristic of the majority of his work and which in turn has
had an influence upon my work.
In contrast to the art of Jean Arp and Fal�eolithic

work s ,

we

can see in the Family Group and other art done by Moore t�t holes
play a Vital role in his sculpture.

The holes found in his work are

definitely one aspect of Moore ' s sculpture which h•ve influenced my

ties necessary in a piece of art.

The hole carrying through a sculp-

ture exposes the space lying behind it making the work appear lighter
and more three-dimensional.

Furthermore, it has the advant.age of

creating a striking contrast, not only in the sense of dividing void
from actu..l space,

but in the sense of the dark and light effects

created 'uy its pr�s&nce.
a solid mass such as:

It

Cari

ciil.:r.'l'Y

as much or more meaning th•n

mysteriousness , airiness, organic erosion,

great depth, or simply accentuation.

In speakint; of the hole as ..

applied to his wo rk , Moore reveals its significance.

His dehumaniza-

tion of the figure , turning it into hills and valleys, is now carried
one stage further by loosening up the compact masses which sculpture ,
as previously understood, had fused together.
"A piece of stone , " he says, •t can have a
hole through it and not be weakened--if
the hole is of a studied sj.ze , shape .and
direction.
The first hole made through
a stone is a revelation.
The hole con
nects one side to the other, making i t
A hole
immediately more three-dimensional.
can its elf have as much shape-meaning as a
solid mass • • • The mystery of the hole-
mysterious fascin�tion of caves in hill
sides and cliffs!
Because I was trying
to become conscious o f sp.aces in sculp
ture, I made the hole have a shape in its

-56-

own right, the solid body was encroached
upon, eaten into, and sometimes the form
was only the shell holding the hole.
Recently I have attempted to make the forms
and spaces (not holes) inseparable, neither
being more important that the other. 4?
Throu.;h the hole Moore transforms the figure into " earth
archetypes . tt Its deepest meaning to Moore is not its normal sexualdeath symbolism, but its piercing a.nd symbolic value. When Moore
hole

-.�th

it

i� a

question, not of

"poetic value," but a very real symbolism whereby, as Moore himself
explicitly says, " the feminine is transformed into the earth arche
type."48
·rhe hole, texture, depressions , ridges, linear emphasis, contour,
and light patterns all stimulate visual exploration of the form. As
aspect of his work influencing me, while the monumental quality, emphasizing massiveness and importance, appeals

to

me second most along

with truth to material, and relationship to nature.
Something very large is expressiveness due, in part, to its
size.

A large form often cannot be reduced in size without losing

some of its effectiveness. Likewise, a small form normally cannot
be enlarged successfully without altering its organization because
of the changing of emphasis, due to c.h•nging of size. The monumental
quality of art frequently reflects power, dignity, and outwardness.
A notable example of these characteristics is found in Moore ' s
monumental King and Queen. An influence, only in size and arr�nge�· �· · IJ • J9'
.

.

....

48J 1anou,
·
2£• i .£l...
• t • • P•

40 •

Cle
f"I

• •
• •
cJ J.•HU U t

�•

ill · ,

P•

., r

.J..O .
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ment of the massive twenty-three foot Egyptian sculpture of King
Amun-Hotep and Queen Teye,

XVIII

Dynasty, there is a mythological

element which does not depend upon the reference to some precon
ceived sculpture from ancient times.

In this sculpture there is a

combining of monumental, nature, man and animal, of the totality
of the worl-� , ,>f the n�tural and supernatural, and of the objective
and abstract.
•

Because it inst.&ntly won public recognition,

high poini. in Hoore � s career,

specific purpose.

e..

it is

momUAtmt timeless •n<l 'Without a

Even with its massiveness, one and a half times

life size, there is a feeling of desolate loneliness and passive
acceptance to fate.

The King and Queen appear to be sitting back

watching over their kingdom, a fact heightened by their elevated .
position. 49

I have ascribed Moore ' s monumental quality partially to three
main attributes.

One is a reflection of the overwhelming impression

at seeing the immense Egyptian works in the British Museum; two , is
an influence of the qualities

I

have previously mentioned concerning

size; and three is a passionate need to relate to nature and bis own
Yorkshire landscape.

What sculpture of a small size would be notic

able in such •n environment?

It must be very large just to compete

with this out-of-doors.
A work apart from his many series and from the rest of the
world,

the King and Queen belong to an era past, present and future.

Sitting immoble and in solitude, they belong to a legend•ry world
and only assert their presents in the barren Scottish landscape
49
aro�nn,

2.2• .£i.1. , pp. 1J4-1J5 .

XXXI

King and gueen, Henry

Moore .

XIllI

King and Queen, Henry Moore.
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in a physical sense.

Silhouettes that stand out proud and dignified

against the sky, they are each prisoners of the inexhorable fate
which preYen ts souls from meeting.

Henry Moore has given them e•ch

an isolated soul which �hroud them in mystery.

This sculpture.

both noble and harshly simple, echoes the archaic art of the super
natural pri�itivc people whose kine was a god.50
of this group the following:

Herbert Read writes

11'rhe nearest equivalent

to

the fantas-

tic shape of these he•ds is found in the clay_ figurines o f ��.�-�hir
teenth to fifteenth century

B.C.

found at Mycenae, but the scale is

not comparable, and the King ' s head in particular has an obvious con
nection with tile animals ' heads Moore made the same year . 11.51
Perhaps the " clue" to the group is the King ' s
head, which is � combination of a crown, beard
and face symbolizing a mixture of primitive
kingship and a kind of animal, Pan-like qual
ity. The King is more relaxed ·and as sured iri
pose than the Queen, who is more upright and
consciously queenly. When I cam� to do the
hands and feet of the figures they gave me a
chance to express my ideas further by making
them more realistic--to bring out the contrast
between human grace anq the concept of power
in primitive kingship. 52
Moore ' s latest landscape sculpture, the Two-Piece Reclining
Figures series. 196 J-68, is a primary example of the monumentality
of sculpture, and fundamental transition to humanity through geological formations.
the moat,

I

When

I first saw these pieces rising up from

immediately thought of tne zoological formations which

so enhanced the animals by creating an environmental situation.

As

I think back, I was as much or more impressed by those formations

50Jianou, 2£• ..£11• • P • 1.56

h� · p. IJoJ •
51T�·
52Ibid . , P• 156.
�
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Two

Piece Reclining Figure , Henry Moore.
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TliO Piece Reclining Figure, Henry Moore
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'
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t�n I was by t�e •nim•ls.
sculpture overawed ine.

And seeing this earthy quality adapted to

Those pieces have the majestic grandeur of

high mount;:.ins and the smooth stony strength of rocks worn by the
wind and w.;.ter of time.

I realised what an advantage a separated

�wo -piece composition could have in relat

i:::..; fisurcs to landscape.

�re

mountains.

Knees and breasts

Once thQse two parts become

s�par•ted you don ' t expect it to be a natur

alistic figure;

roe<l<e it like

a

therefore you can justifiably
landscape or a · rock • • • Sculp

ture is like a journey.

view •s you return.

You have a different

The three-dimensional

world is full o f surprises in a way that a

t��-dimensional world could never be • • • The
sculpture is a mixture of the human figure

and landscape.

I t ' s what I try in my sculp

I t ' s a metaphor of the human relation

ture.

ship with the earth, with mountains and land
scape.

Like in poetry you can say that the

mountains skipped like rams .

The sculpture

itself is a metapho r like a poem. 53

In the Two-Piece Reclining Figures series, Moore solves the
pro blems of open form.

The uniting of several dislocated pieces

into

one entity through attraction and the observance of the naturalistic
attributes in man-m.ade form are his solutions.
sculpture is definitely a summit of his art,

This landscape-

containing all the fea-

tures which impres s me as both an artist and an observer.

Now I can

· see what he meant by his explanation on page fifty-five of this
paper, and why he. called the openings spaces not holes; "Recently
I have attempted to make the forms and the spaces ( no t holes)
able, neither being more important than the other.•

insepar-

Those holes

through which the light freely flows and the wind wantonly blows ,
open up broad vistas of its surrounding landscape.

,-�J
'
J l�nou,

oo.

-

c1
' t , o.

--

.

.

196.

Th�y · create a " .
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reeling as though the pieces were part of a bluff eroded and·
separated from the cliff by the eternal tide and lapping of waves .
Instead of personalizing the forms,

(in this case, those of Lincoln

Center in New York City) , Moore gives the hUil10U1 figure the character
of an eroded and timeless rock • .54
The monumental quality and the visual exploration contained in
the art of Henry 11oore could never

be

successf·ul without the truth

to material which so enhances his work.

'£his third influence, like

the monumental quality, visual exploration, or relationship to
nature cannot be isolated from his work .

They all have an inter-

dependence upon one another in causing the total and unified final
result.

He find� inside the block , forms that symbolize the life

he feels for them.

It is as if the form had always been inside

that block of material, and he is merely stripping away the covering
to bring the form to light. SS
The form carved in stone, Moore felt,

is an aesthetic �rving

when, not the form but the stone through the medium o f the form
has come to life.
The form should have an inner structure
just as a hum.an body is built on a hard
framework.
When you bend •m elbow or a
knee, it projects from inside outwards
and this gives an inner structure and an
When you attack
inner life to the work.
a block of stone from outside, it should
not be a work only with surfaces, it should
have a presence, a tension, an inner
energy which is trying to burst out of the
stone, and you try to make it have its
comple.te existence •

.56
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Moore -�lso

·-

felt that the •rtist should be the master of his
not a cruel m�ster, but having respect for the nature

material--only ,
o f the m;iteri<.!.. l.

'£his respect come s about, I feel,

from knowing both

the materi�J. and the tools you are using on that m.terial.
I thin.� a sculptor has to be a practical
pe:rson, he can ' t be just a dreamer.

you �re

If

going to shape a piece of stone

into a sculpture, you must handle a ham

mer and chisel;

you

roust be able to do it

witr� ut knocking your hand; you must be

a '"1:)r�man; you must be sometx:>dy with his
feet on the ground� 57

------ - .

On the other hand , an equally full sense of the wood,
art,

is respected and accented.

in Moore ' s

Using wood Moore creates a sense of

movement and erowth which he considers so proper for this medium.
Eacn area should

flow,

or grow into the next , exploiting the branch-

inc structure of the true organi c identities from which it c�e.
'fhe grain of the wood adds to the �o!?lpositional movement wi thout dic
tatinb the
By

form. 58

1940

Moore had experimented in about every sculptor ' s

Irul �erial available at that time ,

employing e'ch to its po tential and

respectin& the boundaries of each.

Truth to the material and a full

three-dimensional realization were utilized as successfully in one
materi�l as the

next.

The material of wood plays a consi'derable role

in this utilization, for it has a life of its own,
meeting the artist half way,
his work ,

at another. going all the way to enhance

and sometimes thwarting it.

past the material
57Jianou,

to

212•

58sweeney ,

.2.E·

at one moment

The sculpto r has

to

think

the course to be taken and the final result

£.!.!. ,
£!! . ,

p.
p.

8• .
87.
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be achieved, which must not disturb the limits and quality of the
material itself.

In wood thore is usually an upward and vertical

movement like a growing tree, or a recumbent and horizontal movement like a fallen tree.
Provided L�e artist understands �nd respects the possibilities
and limitations of his material, each can be employed to its particular adv�nt•ee.

The grain and organic .quality of wood� the work-

ability yet perm�nence of reinforced concrete or fired clay, or the
co�pactness yet distinct individual qualities of various stone, all
can be brought out by the artist ' s hand. 59
Clay, being soft, is modeled, and is worked
quickly, and allows a freedom of treatment.
So th3t the t�rra cottas have spontanity and
e-.se. Modeling is a much more ' free' activ
ity than carving • • • the calligraphic and
su:..>r�;ii-=ly p�rson�.1 �le!l!e!!t in r;raphic �.rt
is ahrays associated with the modelinc; con
ception. Lead, bronze, and other cast metals
helve molding possibilities quite alien to
carved materials and a possibility of a light
effect and tenuousness that harder materials
like stone or stre
(sic) m�teri4ls like
wood do not ofier.

g(jY"

The truth to material used by the primitive sculptor and
written about in Fry' s book was initally applied by Moore in his
work not only because of these influences, but •lso becJuse he
m�intained an extreme consideration and respect for the identity
of the material.

.

I n a speech at Venice in 19 52 to the congress

of Uf·!ESCO, Moore stated the following :

"Some become sculptors

because they like using their hands, or because they love particular
materials , wood .or stone; clay or metal, and like workin[; in these

.

60.,.
1
..1. b:u •

PP • 45-6. 59.
, P • 59 •
·
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materi�ls--that is , they like the craft of sculpture--! do.1161
Therefore the key to a successful sculpture is understanding
the materi..;.l,
he:ap int:J

a

its possi bilities of turning an inert block or plastic

full form-·-existi� with spaces and m:isses o� varied

size and distance,
entire:.:.· .

cre:iting tension and thrust in its air-surrounded

T.•-.: for.re acl!ievcd from the material should be static only

in the sense that a center of gravity stabilizes i t and places the
stress equally upon the base or stand from which i t stand s . 62
In all of Moore ' s work there is to some degree a relationship
to nature,

to

the organic aspects of life.

This organic property

runs hand in hiii.nd to the three previous qualities I have dealt with,
and �Till be the last major influence of Moore' s work that I will cover.
Nature has always been and will continue to be, I am quite sure, a

direct

influence upon artists.

The Palaeolithic Artist reflected its

simplicity •nd directness, and led the way for many generations of
artists to follow.
The sculpture of Ho.)re has always been known to have a double
metaphor;

symbolically i t may represent valleys , ridges, hills, o r

c�ves, and from the humani stic point of view, it may suggest a reclining fi�e. family group, or mother and child.

Moore himself has

often used geographical terms to describe his forms; "The knees
Nature herself makes .hollows and caves

and breasts are mountains.

in cliffs and rocks, so why should not the artist follow her example
and use organic form

to

get a more complete image of reality·1 116J

61.Henry Moore, The Artist in a Contemporary Society,
delivered for U�£.'.:>CO in

1952).

62�,..,.;.. 8..,�,.,.
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C•r·.rings,

U..JJohn Russel, HenrJ Moore, Stone •md Wood
(ll�rlborough
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Fine Art, London & M . Knoedler, New York , 1961), pp.
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Moore ' s sculptures are aimed to represent, to a certain degree,
nature ' s rock formations, and he therefore attempts to graft his
structures into

a

given landscape so it can communicate more ·active-

ly with the n01.ture surrounding it.
Incised relief or surface scratchings wo n ' t
show in dull English weather. Only your
bi g arcnitectural contrasts of masses, real
sculptural power, real �culptural organiza
tion, will tell all on a dull day. There
fore if one gets used to working out of
doors, ( s i c ) to ue satisfied with it, one
will be challenged into making sculpture
that has sone reality to t, like the real
k
ity of nature around it. 6
Moore ' s sculpture seems to be the product of geological convulsions , spitted from the bowels of the earth.

These earthshaking

forms , that thrive in the open air, have the earth as their pedestal
and the sky as their back-drop.

I t is as though they had been born

with time, and would remain till the end of it. 65
The concept of relating man-made forms, and even man himself,
to nature can oe traced back to the early mytholog� c•l experience
of mankind, when he felt the earth to be a feminine being, whos e
mountainous breasts he climbed, whose vaginal openings h e penetrated,
and into whose body he

finally buried.

W'S

Moore admits he i s very much aware of the associational and
psychological factors shape plays in sculpture.

The very sense of

form is based and depends upon the mu1titude of associations to m•n ' s
environment and history.

The direct . link of various natural objects

to abstract shapes is due to man ' s contacts with reality, and he

.
, 2.2• .£.L•
t • p.
64J i.anou
.
65Ibid . , p. 8.
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Upright Motive, Henry Moore

Torso, Henry Moore
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therefore bases his relating ability and aesthetic jud5ements upon
these contacts.

For ex•mple , the ' prelOJ.te ovtloid ' , or better known

pear-shape, m�y convey organic growth because of its relationship to
the fhape of buds or bulbs;
ship to gourds,

or fruitfulness because of its relation-

squash or pears;

or gracefUlness and femininity

because of its relationship to female curves or the flight of an eagle.
Not only shape but texture in Moore ' s 'WOrk possess an organic

connotation.

i1ere is his description of the j:.exture created by_ the

folds of drapery :

"Also in my mind was to connect the contrast of

the size of the folds, here small,

fine and delicate, in other places

big and he•\'Y , with the forms of I110untains, whi ch are the crinkled
skin of the earth , " 66 or his description of openings o r depressionss
.

.

"Just below the fourfold curve of shoulders and breasts the rippled
flow of the grain runs into a passage th�t, with the majestic quickness of a mountain archway , leads out into the open, leaving the
upper parts overhanging like massive conformations of nature , " 67
his description of the texture of rocks:
nature ' s way o f wo rking stone.
wearing away,

or

"Pebbles· and rock s show

Sroo oth, sea-worn pebbles show the

rubbed treatment of stone and principles of asymmetry• •

Rocks show the hacked, hewn treatment o f stone, and have a jagged
nervous block rhythm. " 6

8

The proximity of Moore ' s sculpture to the plastic creativity of
.

nature eives his �rt a kind of numenosity which is related to the art
His inner vitality, so characteristic of life,

of the primitives.

66Neum�nn,

2£• .£1:!:. ,

p. 12J.

67Ibid . , p. 48.
68!iodin,

�·

cit . , p.

11.

is
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·Draped R!c11ning Wollan, Henry

Moore
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Close-up of Draped Reclining Woman, Henry Moore
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revealed no� only in human beine s ,

but in the

of the stone,

Hoore has been termed the ''Mid-

wood, or met:.i.l fr0rn which it is made.
wife11 of n�t1�.r�,

' aliveness'

helping her to brinG forth into reality the intention

slu."lb
l ering wi�hin h e r . 69

The obs�rvation o f nature is part of an
a � t ls t ' s l�fe, it enlarges his form1': · . : : ;:.(�:��, ke..:: t::s l!i� fresh and fr::>m work

in� o�ly by formula, �nd feeds inspiration.
'lhc hum3.n figure is w:1at interests me
most deeply, but I have found principles
of form and rhythm from the study of nat

ur;il objects such as pebble s ,
trees,

shells,

rocks,

etc.70

bones,

Moore tends to think of the essential in nature by shaping
matter form the inside, or central core,

out rather than from the

outside in, and thereby not degrading o r violating the properties of
the raw rnateri•l.

The natural organic quality of stone, with

feminine rotundities,

valleys and veins ,

concerning its fonnation.

its

follows uncontrolable laws

Therefo r e , Moore allows the creative �ct

to be guided by the nature of the material, not the realistic dictation of the subject matter.

This manner of passive receptive obedi-

ence finds its expression through the living organic fingerprints
left in the stone .

The organic feminine qualities o f substance,

Henry Moore feels, are violated by the antithesis of the rounded
form--the constructive,
not nature,

geometric,

and calculated shapes which man,

molds into his own law.

However, do not feel that he is

against tnis type of m�chine age form;
that he

i t is just one aspect of art

is no � directly concerned with,71

.
69Neumann, op.
70:tocii.n , o p .
71Neum�.nn,

p . 22.

�· ·

cit. , p .

2.£• fil•

11.

pp.

126-129 •

passilll .
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Some artists arc more visual, or get more
exci te111ent from nature in front of them,
and then make a work of art from that. Other
people do it from their inside·s , a more
mental appro�ch; the actual picture-making
can be an exercise dis co n nec ted from a
ralationsnip to the outside world, But
for me, I can ' t cut my sculpture off from
living, and the forms that one sees in
nature, in p�ople, in trees are reproduced or get mixed up with one ' s sculpture
b2cause they are all p-.rt of living • • •
I see no r�as o n why realistic art and
purely abstr�ct �rt can ' t exist in the
wo!'ld side oy side at th" �<il."1'!1 ti!"!�. �"�
in one artist at the same time , One isn ' t
right and the other wrong • • • You ' ve got
to throw the� all over unthinkingly.
Great art comes from great huma n beings,
apart from everything else, and great human
beings aren ' t satisfied with change that' s
made for chan ge ' s sake. 72
Moore, wanting a renewal of art but refusing anarchy, reinforces the organic qualities in his work by utilizing the abstract
aesthetic organization of design.

When working with design one

thinks of balancing �asses or color or dominant areas , not arms or
legs or expre ssions .

These abstract qualities e�se the plastic

or modeling concepts so common in .Moore ' s work.

However, it must be

noted that his sculptural values are not limited by these plastic
values , for pure plastic shape is shape in the ab�tract; it is a

glorification of the prope rtie s o f the material only; it is when
the material from which the form has been made appears as no more
than so much suitable 11.5tuff" for creatio n .
The true com.�union with material is then carVing or modeling
at its best.

A

carved or modeled shape, no matter how abstract, is

viewed as belonging to a p�cticular substance.
T>
�Jianou, 2£• ci� . , P • 32.

It is limited only

by the properties of the material,
the properties as an end in itself.

but not a glorification of
True, there is some degree of

plasticity, but the value of the work extends beyond this characteristic to

somethll16

revert back

to

more deeply sensitive.

And here is where we

the influence and inspiration of nature; the whole

point being there has
of the material.

to

be more than pure design or glorification

The disclosing of nature, of man in his environ-

ment, proVides the meanin� necessary to ma.�e the work important, no
matter if it is disclosed in symbolic, abstract, realistic or stylistic terms.

For without meaning , a work has no reason, no intention

for existence, and it is quickly forgotten. 73
1'-Iy aim in work is to combine as intensely
as possible the abstract principles of
sculpture alon5 with the realisation of
my idea • • • • Abstract qualities of design
are essential to the value of a work but
to �e of equal lmportance is the psychol
ogical, human element. If both abstract
and human elements are welded together in
a work , it must have a fuller, deeper mean
ing. ?4
For Moore, the observation of nature is part of life, enlarging the mental '' filing cabnets" of man from where he draws his
knowledge.

This observation must remain keen and make man more aware

of his surroundings by using verbal accounts , so must an
making visual records.
The artist finds in nature an inexhaustible
source of inspiration. He acquires " exper
ience of form" oy observin� the structure of
a bone, a stone , a tree, a plant, or a human
figure. Contact with reality is possible
only through the immense store of forms sup7 Jsweeney, ££ • cit . , pp. 161-162.
74Jianou, 2.E• ill • , . p. 13.
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3ut most people cannot·
plied oy nature.
see forms in their structure and spatial
reality.
They stop short at the visual ap
pt!ar.:ince inste.:--.d of goin� further and trying
to �rasp the ch3racter and observe the inner
nc. bre o f the: object. 7 5
All or' the principles mentioned and revealed here by Moore,
appe::. l direc:.ly to me and have influenced me in my attitude toward
1ny work.

The/ h:.tve appeared at one time or another in his work,

and actually

some

objects from nature have influenced him to the

point that he has done a whole series of forms exposing that particular influen�e..

Some examples include the influence of a natural-

stoney texture in his Reclining Figures, the joint-like and bone
qualities o f his Glenkin cro:ses and Lockin�
, Pieces, or the assymetrical rock-li�e sha�es of his T�u

For�s

and Two-Piece Reeling Fieures.

The illustration at the left demonstrates visually one such example ,
th e bone like quality of his Glenkin Cross ; which I will later be
-

referin; to concerning the relationship of its form and its influence
on a specific work I have completed.
The Jlcn�in Cross reaches beyond ancient
civilisation.
The human reference is less
direct, the tendency towards the abstract
more pron�unced. These weird monoliths
seem to grow out of the ground, rigidly
vertical. · Like relics from by�one ages,
inenhirs once used for rituals long since
forgotten, they stand like mute questions,
sufficient unto themselves in their sculp
tural solidity • • • Can any traces be det
ected in them of a highly stylised human
fi�ure , or whould they be seen as purely
abstract constructions rich in supernatural
significance? These stone 11 totem-polestt
have their share of mystery and their power
of fascination quite apart .from any li terary
or historical interpretation .76
75Sweeney, 2.Q• cit. , p.

76rbid. ,

p. 4).
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ThrouLh his ceaseless formatio n and transformation of the human
figure as his central con.tent , Moore has not only created a collection
of great works of art.
this roint

I

think

but is helping a new age come into being.

At

o f an analogy which I read in Aesthetic Princinles

which fits well here:
I Ho'..lld co;;1pare the task of Moore ' s creat
in3 to the effort req�ired in walking over
a ploug�ed field after a heavy rain; although
in the end, he finds the labor healthful and
looks back uoon the effort wi t.h nl.P::is1Jre.
.

-

He has shown the future artists a way across
this plouc;hed field which will not involve
so much arduous laoor on their part; and
I think this pos sible because the explorer
of a field is often able to guide others
with ease in a path already trodden and
therefore farniliar, being able in places to
take a straiLhter course than that at first
necessary, because it i s no longer needful
to searc� for the path.77

·Moore ' s innovations in the

as�ect of hnman solidarity

nected and affected by i·:other Nature has broken through to a new
age of organic content and virgin form.
The combination of antithesis is noted in
�core ' s psychological structure, in which
nature in the shape of tne collec tive · un
conscious stands next to spirit, vitality
next to law.
I t is the spirit, influenced

by nature that intervenes and organizes ,.
that turns a manual activity into an art

is tic one. that prevents the motherhood
origins o f life from becoming an obsession.
It drives the artist to the most daring
experiments, without which t e present
would cease to be the present and the transi
tion to tne next st�ge.78

�

Bound by disciplined artistic considerations,

77Henry Rutgers Marshall, M.
Macmillan Company , New York,

A . , Aesthetic Principles,
p . V.

1901) ,

7°Grohmann,

£2• ci t . , p.

2J6.

there is a close

(The

-78parallel, in many areas, of my actions to those �f Henry M.oore.

The

influences I have de.�lt with in this chapter include organic revelation
attributed to nature, visual exploration and flexibility attributed
to research and experimentation, monumentality attributed to sculptural power and big architectural contrasts of masses, and truth to
material attributed to inner vitality, austere logic, and a devout
respect for the laws of aesthetics.

All of these attributes, with

the exception o f monumentality, are found in the art of the prehistoric
artist, and have had a profound impact upon Moore ' s work.
Exploiting the female human form as did the Palaeolithic
artist, Moore has revealed the wealth, intensity and power of the figure,
restoring to art the mystery and fascination of a world past.
�enry Moore' s sculpture is an act of faith
that opens up the prospect o f a new hope •
. • •
Amid this great whirl of glory he has
s��yed simple. generoue ��d human.
He con
tinues to work with the sa�e self-discipline,
the same practicalness.
• • • He i s
the first
B ritish sculptor to have achieved universality.
Attached to his country and its outlook, ex
pressing the creative power of the Celtic
genius, he has thrown the world open to human
questioning. His roots sink deep in the remot
est past, but his gaze i s fixed on the future .
And perhaps genuine youth is simply being able
to explore the future with a tireless deter
mination to discover the mystery of life.
If s o , Henry M re ' s work is a token of
��
eternal youth.
In this chapter I have attempted to show two main influences;
the influence of primitive art upon Henry Moore, and the influence of
Moore ' s work upon myself.

As previously mentioned, the relation-

ship of primitive art to Mo0re' s work is of utmost importance be
cause I am interested in primitive art ( Aur&inacian-Perigordian) ,
79 Jianou, 2.E• cit . , pp.

18, 41,

& 48 .
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and its influence upon my work as well as the work of other artists.
The dominant aesthetic influences of M�ore; visual explo ration,
monmnentality,

truth to material and relationship to nature,

been dealt with in this chapter.

In chapter

y,

have

I will tie these

influences in with my work by comparing art forms.

CHAPTE.�

IV

INTRODUCTION TO AND INfLUENCES OF
THE ART OF JEAN ARP
Jean

(Hans) Arri:

l ik� Moo!'e

primitive art as well as nature.

was

influenced

o.

gre�t

deal by

His initial influences stem from the

fact that he was born and raised in Strassburg, one of the most
enchanting medieval cities in Europeo

Among

the city ' s isolated

monuments in stone dating from almost all periods lies the mysterious Black Forest, a mastery of nature and a prevalence upon the
local inhabitant.
Also, as the carvin&s on the Methley Church in Castleford had
influenced Moore, in becoming a sculptor, so had the carvings on
the cathedral in Strassburg influenced Arp.
No other calling, no other profession,
was of interest to me, and these childish
games--the exploration of unknown dream
landscapes--already foreshadowed the ' terra
incognita' of art. Probaoly the carvings
on the cathedral of Strassburg stimulated
me to attempt sculpture. At the age of
about ten I carved two small figures in
wood, Adam and Eve• which my. f ther after
�
wards had inlaid in a cabinet. 0
As mentioned, the influence of prehistoric art for both Moore
and Arp was due to the discoveries during the early nineteenth century.

I would �ersonally estimate that its affect was more pro80Herbert Read,

�.

( Thames and Hudson, London, 1968) , p. 12.
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found on these two artists than on any others.

My jud5ement is due

to a result-opinion obtained by viewing various twentieth century
artis t ' s works, keeping in mind their similarities to Palaeolithic
Art.

Both Arp' s and :foore' s reflect the austere simplicity and

directness of this period, which is no t fully contained even in
Picasso ' s work, although he initiated the usage of primitive influences in his art.
In the ��tter of opinio n,

Arp like Moore felt that realistic

art was a digression from the world of primitive art, and allowed
little room in which to be creative.

Moore would not allow the art

of the Renaissance to influence him during his trip to Italy, and
Arp felt that bourgeois art was sanctioned lunacy.
When I exhibited my first ' concrete' reliefs ,
I issued a little manifesto declaring that
bourgeoi� �rt was sanctioned lunacy.
These
naked men, women and children in stone or
bronze, se t up in public places, indefatig
ably dancing, chasing butterflies , shooting
arrows , offering apples and playing flutes,
are the perfect expression of a crazy world.
These gi�bering figures should no longer oe
allowed to sully nature. Like the early
Christmas, we must go back to essentials
The artist of tod.:1y must let his ·work create
itself directly. We are no longer concerned
with subtleties . My reliefs and sculptures
merge of themselves into nature .B l
And go back to the essentials Arp went, all the way to the
directness of the prehistoric art forms.
by the work, Arp stated:

In speaking o f being guided

"A great artist of the S tone Age knew how

to conduct the thousands of voices that sang in him:
his eyes turned inward. 11 82

he drew with

Arp ' s Venus of Meudon , 1956, shows a

8J.carola Gi erito�-W�lcker, ��··
,..._ ... + .... ,; ''.l ....:.. .1,.,y ""'
eo c...;-.·u· 1 lJ- V
... U i ·t:: , ( '""'
r: eoree
Wittenborn, Inc . , New York 21 , New YorK, 1960 ) , p. 111.
·

- -� - - --

·

82Read, Arp,

2£• ill•

pp. 117-118.
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XLIII

Venus of Meudon,
Jean Arp

XLII

Venus of SaVignano,
Aurignacian-Perigordian

XI.IV
Hurlow, Jean Arp
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direct relationship if form t..o the Venus of Modena , an AurignacianPerigordian mobiliary artifact unearthed in Modena, Italy.

This fact

reveals how he was influenced by the art of the stone age man.
Both pieces have a conical) y-shaped head,

common for Palaeolithic

venuses of that period, with a narrowing waist region, and swelling
hips tapering to a narrow footless base.

The prehistoric Modena

Venus, has a definition of the butto cks region, which is the only

pubic area in the front.

Both reveal the bare essentials of the

human female form, and both directly relate an inner vitality and
upward thrust of movement.
This particular example is only one such similarity of Arp ' s
work to a prehistoric form.
the

His Hurlou,

TrasL;.eno Venus, (see p. 29) ;

the long • �ais t '

1957 , has a resemblance to

th� only extreme differences are

and extended ' head'

in Arp ' s work .

Also, Arp ' s

Small Mvthical Fig;ure in plaster presents a relationship to the
Malta Figurines,
the longer ' neck'

( se e p.

35 ) .

The Malta Figures, in this case, have

and shorterand thicker base.

Even the titles Arp gives his works many times indicate a
harma ny with the past, some such examples being Mythical Sculoture,
Pagan Fruit, Win�ed Being, and Ptolemy.
I have briefly presented some ot the primitive influences in
Arp' s art fonns, now I would like to indicate the following aspects
of his work which have influenced me in my work :

organic growth ,

simplicity of form, movement, plastic quality and solidity.
My primary intent is to reveal the unique differences between
the art of Henry Moore and Jean Arp which have directly affected my

XLV
Small .Mythical Figure, Jean Arp

work.

Naturally

relat.ing their similarities as well as ·

I will be

their differences, since they have many ideas in common
to me.

Before star ting,

I

would like to note, that

dealing with Arp' s sculpture in the r ound.

I

whic.'1

appeal

will only

be

The reason is �hat this

is the area of interest and concern to me, and tbe only aspect of
his work which has an illlI!lediate effect upon my w9rk .
explain why
work c.n.:!

I

ot

r..

I

will also

have dealt with the following char acteristics of Arp ' s
inclli.dad

them

in

tha

w-vrk of--Moo-re-er-

vice versa-.-

Arp' s forms in general when contrasted to Moore ' s human figures
are ' neutral' forms in that there is no direct relationship to a
single object within man ' s environment.

They stay neutral and are

therefore, not limited by the descriptive r estrictions of an object.
Arp 1 s work can have the flexibility to grow and change from an
1llitia.l idea

or organic shape,

0?

a-.;an

part of a previous sculpture ,

to an individualistic form in itself.
Often so�e detail in one of my sculptures,
a curve o r a contrast that moves me, be-.
comes the germ of a new wor k. I accentuate
the curve or cont rast and this leads to the
birth of new forms. Among these, perhaps
t\\10 of them will·· grow mor e quickly and more
strongly than the others. I let these con
tinue to grow until the original forms have
become secondary and almost ir relevant.
Finally I suppress one of the secondary forms
so that others may become more apparent •
• • • I do not give up until enough of my life
has newed into its body. 8J,
Morphology,

a

philosophy which asserts that all the forms of

nature are a modification of a few basic shapes, is totally accepted
and exploited by A r p in his sculpture .
8 -'•�t::
�n - .:i.- u..) ,

- -

-! L

\ r·�
�
· �· � · '

p. 86.
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• • •

The organic parts of a plant--leaves and

flowe rs,

stamens and pistils,

the great var

iety of covcrinB tissues--are all identical

organs which a succession of vegetative op

erations m�difies and transforms beyond rec
ognition. 84

Arp represents this metamorpho sis, or transformation of �ne shape

to

anot�er by altering the vital energy in the piece.
The influence of the organic quality in the ��rk of both

Moore and Arp has led me

to

choose

which is adopted in my work .

a

middle-of--the-road attitude,

Moore ' s organic quality is one of a

relationship to the structure of unalterable forms such as bone or
geological formations, wnile Arp' s is related to c hanging forms
and growth such as clouds,

buds,

appearance is �ore feminine,
and smoothness of nature .
more masculine ,

Arp' s general art-form

reflecting the softness,

gracefulness,

Contrarily, Moore ' s organic emphasis is

exposing the power,

boldness of nature.
Arp ' s ,

or seeds.

harshnes s ,

rough texture ,

and

His forms are also generally m�re complex than

although both stress a simplicity of style.·

growth given A rp ' s forms,

in contrast

to

The organic

the fully developed appear-

ance of Moore ' s geological-like convulsions , is explained in
Empedokle ' s following description:
There sprouted many heads without necks,
arms wandered about by themselves,

with

out shoulders, and eyes roamed around
without a forehead •

• •

Many 'creatures grew

up with double faces and douole breasts,
with the rump of a steer but with the
head of a human • • • 8 5

The ambiguity contained in Arp1 s work further increases organic
84aead, Arp,

8 5roid. ,

�· ���

p . 148.

• •

p . 88 .
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growth, the first influence o f Arp

I

will deal with in my paper.

His

forms thrust out in one direction, then another, appearing to be
streching and contracting.

At one moment a certain bulge is the

center of attention and becomes more significant, therefore seemingly increasin� in size and importance through this attention, at
another time a different area. catches your eye, and grows in importance while the other declines, giving way to the next part competing
for attention.
The intensive interplay of forms, and of
surfaces, has remained a constant feature
of Arp 1 s works and is present in his reliefs
as well a s in his sculptures in the round.
He achieves a mysterious correspondence
between external and internal movement, bet
ween active structuring and elastic yielding,
and between black and white tones .86
This interplay of surfaces, external and internal movement,
and elastic yieldint;, can

be

found in almost all of the sculptural

forms in the round, and is illustrated here in one such common
example--Growth.
The most distinctive piece of this decade
is perhaps the Growth of 1938, a white
marbl e original in the Solomon Guggenheim
Museum with three bronze versions. This
is a subtler variation of the embodiment
of Vital energy already note d in the Crown
of Buds; the energy no longer turns in on
i ts�lf in endless repetition, but thrusts
upwards into the light in rhythmic curves. 87
While Moore achieves attention by'visual exploration of holes,
depressions, texture, and ridges, Arp achieves it through a dominant
external and internal movement, which i s much more notic eable than
86caro 1a ,1ie
· d 1.0n-.�e
·
· · lc:<er,
Pub• • New York , 19.57) , p. XX.
"

87Read, Arp,

'

J <::an

£2• £1!:.. , p. 94.

iLrQ,

� Harry

N • Abrams

I nc. ,

Growth,

Jean Arp
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Moore • s .

There is a feel for a flexible yielding ·similar to the

resilant-like coating of the Perigordian figurines , who seemed to be
attemptin� to burst forth and reveal their true identity.

Arp ' s inner

life expands from the center core out, creating knotts and projecting
bulges of growth, but does no t give the impression of an extreme need
to burst open--just merely enlarge itself.

I am reuunded of the ap-

perance of bard protrusions popping out from the stomach of a pregnant woman i.n the ;:irt o f Arp.

You just. knot·r there .is som,,,.thicg in.-

side growing the moving and patiently waiting until the moment lidlen
it can spring forth.
I made my first experiments with free forms.
I looked for new constellations of form such
as nature never stops producing. I tried to
make forms grow. I put my trust in the ex
ample of seeds, stars, clouds, plants, anL�a s ,
men, and finally i n my own innermost being. 8

�

As mentioned many of the environmental forms Arp refers to
are constantly changing--seeds, clouds, plants, buds--while the
forms from nature Moore refers to--stones , tx:>nes, mountains , cliffs ,
caves--are more s table remaining unaltered, except over an extended
period of gradual erosion, decay. or transformation.
With Moore the central theme is the figure, with Arp it is (in
his sculpture in the round) the semi-abstract representation of his
idea toward growth and change in nature.

Mo�re had definite limits

.

or bounds he could not cross without loosing the figural interpretation, while Arp could relate growth to a multitude of objects, and
that he did.
He humanizes the cloud, renders the leaf
88J ames ·rhrall Soby. editor, Arp, (provided by the Museum of
Modern Art, Boubleday & Co. Inc • • New York , 1958 ) , p. 12 .
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bud transcendent, and the star tellurian.
There is no longer the dual idea "heaven
earth, " but a single entity, which is Arp ' s
art. In order. to give birth to its creations he accepts those metaphysical terrors • • • 89
Arp refered to this metaphysical or growing process . as a
' concretion' , which is the result of the changes as well as the
changes themselves.
Concretion signifies the natural process
of condensation, hardening, coagulating ,
thickening, growing together. · Concretion
designates the solidification of a mass.
Concretion designates curdling, the curd
ling of the earth and the heavenly bodies.
Concretion is something that has grown.
I wanted my work to find its hum�le place
in the woods, the mountains , in nature.90
Arp gradually turns burlesque interpretations into the fusion
of natural and human substance to create a new sculptural unity.
" A one man laboratory for the discovery of new form, n 9 1 AU'red Barr
once refered to in speaking about Jean Arp.

And he was entirely

correct, considering the multitude and variety of innovations Arp
has created on the theme of inner vitality and growth epitomized
through nature.

Nature to an artist who . was very perceptive, and

expressed both daringly and joyful.ly its plastic language of an
evolVing cycle, constantly changing and growing, and hence to be
grasped only dynamically, never statically, was a hypnotic language
which cried out to

be

noticed, to

be

represented.

Arp ' s sculptures, for all their arbitrariness,
usually retain an anonymous quality: they are
lost in space and in dream, and are directly
connected with stones and trees • • • • He creates
89Michel Seuphor, Arp, (Universe Books, Inc. , New York, 1961), p. 8.
-� d
QO"
,.-l\.t:: ... ,

' 1•
�·
�· �· •
·

•

--

P• 'J.J •

9lseuphor, .2£• cit . , p. 8 .
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Human Lunar Spectral, Jean

Arp

-92well-balanced, joyful pieces alongside those
others that mysteriously emerge from long
buried forests and fairyl�nds. This fantastic
world includes " s tone s that are as though form
ed by human hand11 o r stones tha t are 11 exposed"
in the landsc�pe l ike foundlings. 92
Bec3use

of its ambigui

�s

and change

a

resul t of

ty of form,

Arp' s work may

e

cloud or plant as

e

its v'\. w

r

as a bird, and then gradually

or attiti1de..

become

alteration causes the o bs erver to

cbanges.

This

involved in the work, to

e .

concentrate on its ' poss ibiliti s •

re

Works of art should remain anonymous in natu
's
reat
studio--like
the
c
l
o
u
ds
,
ocean,
the
b

the

animals, man.
Yes, man must re-enter nature .
" Th e spirit of growth and
he sa s ,
"must be felt in
organic form and fused
His sculptures are signs,
with the human. •
condensations of n�tur�. 9 J

change , "

the

Finally

r

transformation in the mind of- the o bs rve .

That i s , the form may at one time appea
grow into a

also grow

the growth of Arp'

s

outwardly, how it affects others.
becoming accustomed to its

y

work is not within itself, but
This growth is the growth of

presence, because man

e

is slow to ac c pt

something which is new and totally different; he must contemplate ,
judge, and �ecome acquainted and accustomed

to

this innovation .

S o i t can happen that a great artist (Arp)
will arrive at his full vigor at the start.
It is not he who
in
course of
the
we.
accus tomed to his
we give him a
reception,
imperceptibly he
a art of ourselves,
and suddenly we discov�r
we are solidly
with his work, that we b long to it. • • • 11 Art
grows on a man like a fruit on a branch , " Arp
once said; It is this natural growth which
causes art to put its st�mp on the lif

years, but
presence,

changes
the
We get
better
becomes p
that
e

e

92aiedinn-Welcker, 22•

cit. • p . XXVII.

9 JGiedion-Welcker, Conteinporary S culptu re , 2.E•

cit . , p.

lio.
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Thales of Miletus, Jean

Arp
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•m

era, and to transform its spirit. 94

Arp had alw�ys appreciated seeing his sculpture in an outdoor settinG; like Moore he felt that his w.:>rk could relate, mingle ,
and be absorbed into its natural setting.
Towards the end of his life, in his garden
in the Ticino, he carved large slabs of stone
into circular shapes like millstones, pierced
with his characteristic motives. They were
made in this shape so that they could be rol
led f�� one position to a.not�er, to va.?;/ the
natural backg�ound. �• • Arp loved this stone
country. where his work merged insensibly
into the natural background. There the
organic growth of his work came to a final
fruition.9.5
The rhythms of ebb and flow �hich Mrs. Giedion-Welcker speaks
about in her book, Conte�nor�ry Sculoture, are the undulations or
vibrations so amply described in the sculpture of Arp.

Visual move-

ment results from tbe placement and size or emphasis of these undulations.
Arp has exercised a stimulating in-.
.fluence on the evolution of modern plastic
art• • • • Movement is conveyed by the sug
gestion of growth into sh�pe , or by the
.
rhythms of ebb and fiow. 9o

·Jean

Notice how in Thales of Miletus the introduction and placement of one small bulge changes the entire concept of the movement and the plastic quality of the piece.

How would it appear

without this outcropping, wohld it be more successful , or it is
.

was placed higher or lower what would the result be?

Now add five

or six of these bulges and consider the proble:n of placement for
the m�um efficiency of aesthetic movement and plastic flexibility
9.5aead, Arp, ££• cit. , p. 102.
96Giedion-�elcker, ContemDOrary Sculoture, .£.e• cit . , p .
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in the piece.

This is the problem Arp has faced many times in his

work.
The movement credted in his work is also affected by the positioning o f the form.

This positionin6 can be changed by altering

the tot«l subject itself, or its relationship to the base.

Consider

for exa�ple if we bent the Thales of Miletus at a forty-five degree
angle in the center; the visual movement of the piece would be
ch•nged entirely.

This is the effect that has been achieved in Arp ' s

Torso ; movement has been created or increased by th& flexing of the
figure.

It is thrusting one way and then the next, not stagnant in

its stability, but held in a vicarious position of eternal stability.
Now let us weigh the problem of movement created by the association of the work to its base, providing it has one.
being, the work can be held by the base in

an

The possi bilities

off-balanced position,

whether slightly or extremely off-balanced, or it can rest on an uneven,
free-form, angling , or flat base.
The latter is the case, revealed in Arp' s illustrated work to
the left--Daphne.

Notice how the �ngling planes of the base create

a thrusting movement in various directions, and how the subject rectifies this instability caused by the base by leaning back with the incline, similar to a 111an seated on a hill.

Also notice how the dynamic

movement at the t>.se is eontrasted to the long sweeping movement in
the form.

The base becomes an integral part of the sculpture in this

case, as it often does in many other works completed by Arp •

•

The treatment of the base has today become
an extraordinarily difficult and important
problem in the presentation of a sculpture,
and the �se is to an increasing extent con
ceived of as a peripheral c0�ponent of the
Arp has often used parts of
work itself.

, .

LI

Stone Formed by Human Hand,

Jean

Arp
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earlier sculptures as · bases for new ones ;
in thei.r new subordinate function they ;ap
pear with c?rnpletely ch•m � ed proportional
and tensional contrasts. 9 l
·

This subordinate substructure, which, as the quote indicates,
could have be.en

�

part of a previous sculpture, is a peripheral com-

ponent in Stone Formed by Human Hands,

Its free form base, like the

angular Daphne base, completely changes the movement within the piece.
We are at once struck by �he s��larit! _of the subject U:. the base;
__

the small foundation used as a stabilizer for the positioning and
movement of the top piece.
Occasionally the previous arrangement is reversed in the art of
Arp,

and the smaller pieces rest on a larger one, which is a base

only in the sense that it is the found�tion or substructure for the
objects resting on it.

This is the case in Head with Annoyin� Objects,

one example of this type.

The movement is now one of the eye being

carried around the large mass, stopping at the smaller centers of
interest, or fi.Dst noticing the isolated shapes, and then being carried away into noticing the massive underlying object.
Also, the separation of objects within the sculpture, as in
Arp ' s �. To Be Exposed in the Woods, Bell and Navels, or Figures,
One Large and Two Small, completely alters the movement within the
piece.

The eye now jumps from segment to segment, with a tension or

attraction, like a gravitational force, holding the components together.

The various members also create a plastic quality which

becomes unique

in

this type of separated, yet whole form.

All the

off-shoots combine to create one integral work of art, each possess· 97Giedion-'olelc�er, ,,rp, 2.E• cit. , p.

XX.

"·

"•

.

LI!

Head with Annoying Objects, Jean Arp
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ing a soft-billowy effect resembling a cloud or inflated balloon.
The usage of segregated meinbers in a sculpture , illustrated by
Moore and Arp, has directly appealed to and influenced

my

attitude

My final ceramic sculpture done during

toward three-dimensional art.

my graduate study is a two-piece figural form and was di.rectly
influenced by my findings while working on this thesis.
The last influences of Arp' s work
ing

my

work to his influences

and solidity.

I

am

I

I

will cover, before relat-

have been describing, are simplicity

again combining two influences because of their ·

inseparable quality and the diffuculty of describing one without the
.other.

This is do to the fact that the more compact, and therefore

solid, Arp' s work becomes , the simplier in form and content it gets.
The tension of a single line, the smallest
detail of the form are supremely important.
Becuase of this Arp' s works speak such a
clear language. His touching simplicity
is sure to find a staunch supporter in any
aesthetically educated spectator. 98
Having worked with simplicity,

I

can understand the meaning in

the preceding quot� perfectly; because the more economical a work
becomes , the more value and importance there is placed on the minutest alteration, deletion, or addition.

I

have found it takes more

aesthetic judgement and mastery to execute and complete a visually
appealing work of art by using the bare essentials.

Proportion,

.

placement, size, uniformity, and style become much more critical,
and more stress is placed on each one.
Arp' s apparently straightforward touch
conceals an incessant industry and an alert
responsiveness to proportion • • • • The
98Seuphor,

2£•

.£!!:.. , p. 8

•
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Mediterranean Group, Jean

Arp
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originality of his work lies in its un
compromising· elementalism. Thi� leads
him to prefer essential forms, identical
beneath their mutations, which he uses
as symbols of pre-existing •rchetypes. 99
Because Arp' s sculpture represents a kind of organic symbol,
which is described in the dictionary as an object that represents
a repressed complex through unconscious association, each fonu must
minimally, through extreme simplicity, suggest or stand for a multitude
or reiationships man has had with his environmento
A perfect example of a symbol, or repressed complex, in Arp' s�
work is his Mediterranean Group, which could symbolize a family
group, dancing figures, cloud formation, microscopic organism, or
numerous other objects.
Contrasted with this, (Henry Moore' s Family
Group) , is the free conception of Arp ' s
Mediterranean Group, which retains as:·,the
symbol of the fimily the basic mass, and
then thrusts out in all directions, stretch
ing and contracting. I t is intentionally
ambiguous . lOO
.

Arp is

ambiguous

because of

A symbol is ambiguous in that it

symbolism
c.n

and extreme si:nplicity.

represent numerous objects under

the main theme for which it stands, for example the symbol 111 can
·

be one of anything, or the symbol for male can

be

a male of any type,

or the symbol for peace can be brotherhood, anti-war, harmony, tranquility, amnesty, and etc.
a basic concept.

A symbol,1s a universal understanding of

Arp ' s work is the concept of organic representation

Vi.a the symbol.
If we compare Moore ' s Family Group with Arp ' s Mediterranean
99Giedion-Welcker, Contemporary Sculpture, £E•
l00
12is:! • • P• 150.

ill • • p. XIII.
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Group, it becomes apparent why I chose Arp for influencing the
simplicity and compactness in my art.

Arp' s Group employs the bare

essentials for expressing the concept of a family gathering, creating
a soft delicacy yet counter-balancing tension in a plastic form.
There is actually more movement in Arp' s work than in Moore' s, which
is the reason for selecting this distinctive feature.

The two works

are as differdnt as night and day, even though they retain similarities
ot organic quality and subject matter emphasis.

I would collectively

describe Moore ' s work as extending half-way from verity to nearly all
the way in Arp' s case.
Compactness and simµlicity are due to the fact that Arp does as
little as possible to convey his idea, and obtains striking unity
by allowing the air to circulate freely around his forms.
following quote, Arp reveals his economy of working

in

In the

stone:

A dead stone suddenly opens its eyes, and
sends out swarms of singing glances. Some
times stones are like children. They ba�
ble on and on, and the sculptor is only too
willing to believe what they are saying.
To enlarge a stone is difficult work. Stones
that cling to the sculptor are dangerous;
they obstruct his path to God. 101
Finally Arp' s sense of solidity or compactness is the result in
treating the form as a solid flowing mass; very seldom does he pierce
the subject like Moore does.

This flQwing quality is due to the

lack of heavy texture or surface markings found in Moore' s •stony"
forms which often break up the motion within the motif.
In concluding, the influences of Arp, like Moore, have had a
profound effect upon my work, each in his individual way.

Th�y are

lO lGiedion-Welcker, Contempor�ry Sculpture, 2£• ..£.!.!:. , p. XXVIII.
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truly great innovators in the field of sculpture of this century.
•when Christopher Columbus , my pet, tried to
sail to the East Indies ' the other way round, '
he discovered America. When we tried to
{ s culpt) ' the o tner way round, ' we discovered
modern ( sculpture ) . I t now seems incredible
to me that I should have taken so long to
re�lize th•t the art of our century and that
of the precedin� centuries are entirely dif
ferent things.11 J.02
The most profound impact of the influence of these two artists
upon my work is their direct relationship to nature, to the organic.
Barbara Hepworth very amply characterizes the relationship of identifing with the organic.
I stood in the corridor almost all the way

looking out on the superb Rhone valley 4.nd
thin.1<ing of the way Arp had fused landscape
with the hu.111an form in so extraordinary a
ID4.nner. Perhaps in freeing himself from
m.terial dem•nds his idea transcended all
possi�le limitations. I began to imagine
the earth rising •nd becoming human.
I
speculated as to how I was to find my own
identific•tion, as a human being apd a sculP
tor, with the landscape around me . iOJ
There is no doubt that both Moore .nd Arp have · caused many other
sculptors, including myself, to examine nature and life more closely.
I

feel Moore ' s and Arp' s influence has only begun to show its

effects.

full

Their work continues to reveal unending meanings of syml:x>lic

value; their myth, their cosmic universality, and their flexible
ambiguities allow a constant search for the natural and the metaphysical.
In my opinion, you see, you should be able
to find unending explanations and meanings
in a sculpture--not just one obvious inter102soby,
.2.E• cit. , p. 16.
lO Jaead, Arp, .2.E • cit. , p. 185.
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pretation, you immediately see. Because if
that' s so, then I think you quickly lose
interest in the sculpture, or in anything
else. 104
-Henry Moore
Moore ' s work has remained pliant in meaning due

to

his stt'Otlg

sense of visual exploration, which allows for new discoveries through
this penetrating examination of his forms, and also because of his
representation of the collective properties of nature.

At the same

time, Arp ' s flexibility of meaning is the result of the implied organic

growth

within

his work causing 1T10vement and change in his plastic forms.

The influences of visual exploration, monumentality, truth to
material and relationship to nature within Moore ' s work will be
directly related to

my

work in the next chapter, as will Arp' s organic

growth, flowing tnovement, plastic a.ppearance, simplicity, a.nd solidity.
Moore and Arp have arrived at complete unity by accepting and
exploiting ambiguity of t'orm to its fullest extent--which may be the
secret of being modern. 1o 5 Even though their work is considered ambiguous, it is definitely not non-objective, for every work they have
completed there is a creedal analogy
somet:il1les

be

to

reality even though it may

·

symbolically, mythologically, spiritually, or ideological-

ly revealed.
(Modern) sculpture is really less aostract
than it appears to be. For if the new
language of sculpture has discredited the
traditional notion of the ' subject' , this
same language has nevertheless proven
capable of translating ideas. emotions
and feelings formerly subject to the old
principle of the allegory and now expres
6
sible through the power of form alone. 10
104P aul Waldo Schwartz, The Hand and Eye of the Sculptor, ( Fred
erick A. Praeger, .Pub. , New York, 1969). p. 215.
105I bid. , p. 221.
l06Jean Selz, Modern Sculpture , (George 3raziller, New York , 1963) ,

p . G4'1.
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Moore and Arp have developed their creative potential to its
fullest extent by expressing the entirity of their attitudes and
concepts of the world through the mature and enduring work they
have created.
In order to find the highest reach of the
idea of man we have to look beyond person
ality; and the totality of expressions of
the individual is but the synthesis of the
collective idea. These collective ideas
condensed and synthesized by the individual
�enus are precisely those that are expres
sed in the masterpieces of art.107
I respect the knowledge and innovations theee men have endowed
to the art of

man,

and I am proud to utilize and profit by the

inflttences which have affected my attitude toward art.

Their creative

genius has trul:,· proVided masterpieces for the world to enjoy.

l07Her.ry R . Poore, Arts Place in Education, (G. P. Put�• s
Sons Inc. , New York, 1937 ) , p. 107

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND PRESENTATION OF

MY

PERSONAL

WORK

AS RELATED 'I'O THE AESTHEilC INFLUENCES OF THE ART OF
AURIGNACIAN-PERIGORDIAN PERIOD, HENRY MOORE,

AND

JEAN

THE
ARP

Although my work was not inmediately and directly affected by
the artists previously mentioned, their art became a dominant factor
as a result of the need to seek out influences.

By incorporating,

in a personal way, various aspects of aesthetic quality appealing to
me, I could create from a combination of memory and imagination.
is to say, for example, when

I

began

to

develop

a

That

resemblence to

prehistoric art in my sculpture, I began to study various prehistoric
works, finding and profiting by the artistic standards of certain
pieces which aroused and stimulated my creativity.·
As an under-graduate, I had been swayed mainly by two influences,
nature and Henry Moore.

Upon entering graduate school, I pursued a

development o f my work as it was effected by nature.

Not taking

sculpture, excludipg ceramic sculpture, until my third quarter here
due to the limitations of courses offered, I l«>rked on developing the
.

organic quality of nature through ceramic s , printmaking, and painting,
being mainly concerned with a two-dimensional representation o f the
texture found in nature in printmaking and painting.

Also, in paint

ing I dealt with holes in solid objects and curves which later appeared
in my sculptural fonns.

u
a

B

D

-111-

In my first cer�ics course, I developed a style of pottery
reflecting the aspects of nature in four main ways.
organic pottery,

First, all the

in contrast to my more traditional piece,s, contains

a type of foot that could be· related to the roots of a tree or other
plant, helping to convey
or base,

( see

A).

a

feeline of growing up out of tbe ground

I initiated this characteris.tic in my cerami cs as

a result of wanting to express my forms organically.
The second aspect of my work,

which applies to five works cor:nplet-

ed during the first quarter, is that of piercing the form.

This

,

penetrating design reflects the honeycomb appearance of beeswax or
wc.sp' s hives, or the catacomb appearance of worn cl�ffs, and later
influenc�s my pierced sculptural fonns.

These works contain both an

inner and outer shell which allow the openings to reveal the inner
structure,

(see

B, C, & D) .

Texture,

although not always incorporated,

played a decisive roll in affecting my later ceramic sculptur es,
especially the ribbed throwing marks found in most ·of my work .
The fact that the pot is shaped like a figure;

foot,

body,

neck, and lip ( head ) , helped in causing the evolution of my art into
a figural interpretation, in my later sculptural forms.
Third, the depressions :md ridges found in nature ' s objects
are incorporated in my pottery,

( se e F) .

The deforming of my ceramics

came about as a result of wanting to do more with the form than just
throw it on the wheel;

I

have always liked th� inter-play of dark and

lisht areas on an object, and therefore,
light and the dark.

created areas to catch the

These undulations like texture are explo ited in

E

G

-11�

the majority of
Finally,

rny

works.

I was affected by the dormancy and growth found in the

out-of-doors 'nd dealt with these aspects in four of my works.

I

created two pieces reflecting the dormancy contained in nature, (see E ) ,
by cracking and breaking fragments o f bone-dry clay which was mounted on a trunk-like stem and then firing it.
growth

in nature,

The two pieces revealing

(see G) , are ch.ar�cterized by calor� -bud-like

protrusions , and flower-like stamen.

These were the only colorful

subjects that I worked with, the rest were earthy or white in color.
Many of these characteristics later appear in both
sculpture and

my

wood and stone sculpture.

my

ceramic

Because the influences

of the art of prehistoric works, Henry Moore, and Jean Arp are close
ly ti�d to n�ture, the transition fr� influences of nature to their

persuasion came about very naturally.

Also, my desire to specialize

on one particular form led me to search for ideas and answers to
problems.
figure.

my

Gradually my pottery developed around the theme of the

I began looking at artists' works which utilized the figure,

among them Moore, Arp, and the Aurignacian-Perigordian sculptor.
Once the figural form became dominant in my pottery, the transition
from ceramic pottery to ceramic sculpture, with the influence of
instructor, came quickly.

There are tW? pieces which

a transition from my pottery to my ceramic sculpture.

I

my

feel represent

They are

figurative interpretations, and are pots only in the sense that they
have lips and could I?Ossibly be functional, which,
dividing line oetween
( see H &

I)o

a

I feel, is one

piece of pottery and a piece of sculpture,

H

Both pieces reflect an attitude found in Moore ' s work, even though at
the time, 1 was not aw�re of the similarity.

Also,

the fact that

these pieces are joined thrown forms makes them more sculptural and
less pot-like because of their complexity and assymetrical organiza
tion.

As an undergraduate, when I first attempted joining two or

more pots, it immediately relllinded me of figu.res.

I had it in my

mind th�t I would lat.er create a more descriptive figurtl interpreta.
tion in the form of a sculpture.
The first completely sculptural ceramic piece I attempted
reminded me of the prehistoric figurines because of its proportions
and simplicity,

even though it comprised two jo ined figures,

(see

J�.

I began looking at prehistoric sculpture in the library, but became

discouraged because 0£ the sameness and small �ount of illustrations
I found.

It was not until I found Grazio s i ' s book on Pale.eolithic Art

at the University of Illinois, which occured sometime after my
change to a further Moore-like appearance , that I was satisfied with
my knowledge of prehistoric sculpture.

I f I could have found this

book sooner, I probably would have done a whole series on the influ
ences o f Palaeolithic art.
Initially, I thought I would do my thesis on the prehistoric
infl9ence, but later decided it did n9t reflect upon the totality
of my work and could o ccupy only a part of the influences affecting
my work .
This first cera�ic sculpture, I found most nearly resembled the
Balzi Rossi Figurines described and illustrated on pages

37-39 ,

even

though it lacked the female descriptive qualities evident in those

'--=----=J
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prehistoric works.

Although proportions differ, there is the same

swelling hip and buttocks region which tapers down to a footless base,
the same lack of arms , and the same featureless and roundish head.
The second form completed is similar to the first, (see K ) , except
the figures are completely joined at the waist, and the diViding
line of the figures nms th�ugh the hip-buttocks region.
the propor i.. iou::j

o r the he:-.ds to the

bodies..

�.

I like

in this woz:k._.

which deno tes not only a head, but a budding quality found in many
o f Arp' s works.
The next work completed, ( see L) , maintains the same symmetrical
quality as that found in the Venus of Lespugue on page 25.
formed from three stacked ovoid shapes diminishing
to the spherical shaves of

the Vonus .

in

It is

size in contrast

Both forms again have

a

swelling

hip-buttocks region, however, the Lespugue Venus is not symmetrical
from all angles as is Neo-Palaeolithic fl (see L) .
My nearest direct association to a Palaeolithic venus is
Regression, A Prediction, (see F ) , which is linked to the Willendorf
Venus , (see pp. 32-JJ) .

The proportions are very similar, and upon

completing this work and perhaps subconsciously as I was working on
it, I thought about its relationship to this popular Venus.

I

intended to represent a Venus to express my feelin�s and prediction
of present-day and coming art which is a regression to the far-off
simplicity of the prehistoric artist.

The Regression, A Prediction

is a symbol of this regression and purification of aesthetic values
in· art, and does

not

mean it is on

a

down trend.

N

p
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0
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The naxt

-

wo.Wee�pleted in chronological order is the two-piece

Woman, (see N &

0) , �hich has a similarity to Arp' s Venus of Meudon

and the prehistoric Venus of Modena, ( see pp. 82-J) .

The Woman has

the same solidity as the two pieces mentioned with the exception of
the hole which accentuates the pubic-buttocks area, ( see N ) .
reminded of the muteness of

I was

a.n idol upon the culmination of this

particular subject, which has also been echoed in Arp • s
The head, as is the case in most of

my

�.

1950.

ceramic sculpture , is an upside

down thrown vase, with the center being a melon pot, and the hip
two joined bowls.

area

The work is symmetrical except for the hole and

the navel-depression which distinguishes the front from the back.
The last st.nding sculpture greaUy resembling Aurignacian
Perigordian sculpture is Marriage, (see P ) .

These figures, lacking

the massive hip area, are both similar to the Chizzoa Venus describ
ed on pages 27-28.

The two figures have the same slight depression

signifying the waist area as is found in the Venus, although the
necks are more elongated.

The be�ds tilt forward facing in towards

each other and tne bodies are slightly bent just as we find in the
Palaeolithic Venus.

The figures in Marriage are joined at three

areas signifying uniting by God, man, and love.

Their reverence and

emotion is conveyed only through the positioning of the bent heads
and joined appendaees.

Be°'use of their lack of facial description,

we are left to ponder their attitude and feeling during that frozen
moment.
The relief Sto�ping Woman, ( see Q) , is the final work executed
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which has a direct relationship to the Palaeolithic works.

It has

the same geometric dividing of the body as does the Venus of Lespugue
found on page 25, while its proportions largely resemble the Gagarino
Statuette c , we find on page 35.

Both are more elongated, less

massive, and with legs dividing at the knees.

The Stooping �oman

was formed from thrown pieces cut in half, with the exception of the

further increases its assemblage-like construction, and the lowering
and raising of opposite breasts and knees helps to co'unter-balance
movement within the piece which creates a subjective "C" line carry
ing through the work.
Aurignacian-Perigordian Art has certainly had a direct and
dom.in-.nt infl.uence in affecting th�- simplicity and cre01tivity of my
art.

Just as when I first looked up examples of the work of Henry

Moore and was &mazed to see the resemblance o f my work to his, so
has the similarity of prehistoric sculpture amazed me.

I had completed

all of these works before relating them to examples I have shown
from various prehistoric books.

I did not

.rork

with the intention

of having my works resemble any of the previously cited examples.
Keep in mind th•t the examples I have shown you in relating to pre
historic sculpture are more specifically linl<ed than the examples to
come, however, the prehistoric influence does not end here.

It will

always leave a notable �pression upon my work, which may possibly
become more apparent in the future.

r
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Work as related to the aesthetic
influences.. ..o.f Jean Arp
I would like to note at this point that it is extremely difficult
to divide my work into catagories as being influenced by various artists,
however, I will group them acco rding to the characteristics which are
more noticably like the qualiti es of a certain artist.
As noted earlier, Arp ' s work is more feminine than Moore ' s and is
ch•r• otari;;:.e:J. uy

-.

smoother,

softer surface with movement ,

simplicity and a plastic quality being more dominant.

solidity,

I have therefore,

separated my works which are characterized by these various qualities,
and will discuss them is this section.
The first work , Five Standing Figures, ( see

R),

is a wood sculp

ture which has an undulating plastic quality very much like Arp' s Human
Lunar Spectral,
ferent.

(see pp.

91-92) ,

even though the proportions are dif-

There is a compactness and smooth surface generally found in·

Arp' s works.

Although complex in subject matter,

the group is rendered

quite economically with an ambiguity disticntive o f Arp' s pieces.
There is a growth trait conveyed in the bud-like he�ds and the vertical
plant-like quality o f the figures.

Due to the compactness of the group,

a tension results in movement from individual to individual , .ultimately
creating a rotatio�l motion within the forms.
A second work creating a rotationa'l motion is Spin.l Twist,
( see S

&

T) ,

·which very simply transposes this idea.

This is the only

piece under the grouping of Arp ' s influence which contains piercing,
.f'act that is seldom found in Arp' s art.

a

The head is 11Moore-i zed," how-

ever it has been put under this group because of its smooth plastic
quality, simplicity, and dominant movement .

This same twist, although

•

u

v

more organically characterized, can be found

in

Arp ' s

Growth,

(see p.

A subjective line carries from the eyes-nose region, to the arm,
hip, and then

to

to

88-9) .

the

the ground helping to unify the piece. ,

The next two pieces have been included under a rel� tionship
Arp ' s works largely because or dominant movement other than of a

to
rota

tional nature.
The

first wo rK ,

Bae� Flexing, (see . J ) , is a combination wood and

ceramic piece which forms a curved vertical thrusting movement.
Arp' s Torso, (see

P•

Like

95) , there is a thrust first forward and then back

ward each counter-balancing the other.

Also

in

this work a subjec�ive

line carries up the legs connecting with the neck and finally the head.
Because of the large white ceramic area, the dark walnut head does not
This was my second work out of four ceramic

become overi>owerins .

sculptures dealing wit� movement.

The first was the preceeding Spinal

Twist, and the third and fourth are Playing, (see V ) , and Enjoyi.ng
the Sun, ( see

00).

The tension of flexing i s fUrther heightened in

this piece by the merging of the rib marks from the body and the legs
at the crotch drawing more attention
because .of elongation the figure

to

the bend in that area.

appears to

Also

be stretching as much up

ward as backward, and is s tabilized only by the fact that the head is
much smaller and lighter.
The sec�nd sculpture, Playing, (see V) , utilizes a pulling move
ment from the central joined arms, putting emphasis on the stress and
tension of the arms.

This counteracting thrust can also be found in

Arp' s Mediterranean Grouo, (see pp. 102-104) .
very simply

de s cri bed

and have

a

Again the figures are

rubbery plastic quality like the pre-

w

--

'
x
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vious work even though it has been done in ceramics.

The tilting-back

of the heads helps to increase the leaning movement , and also widens
the inverted-arched opening at the top.
The following two works have been classified under Arp ' s influence
due to their solidity and simplicity,
The Clown,

(see

W) ,

The proportions remind me of a toy punch-

This work ve-ry well exemplifies that

I

W & X) .

is a work which obtains its gayness as much

from its form as its color.

than details.

(see

I

am more interested in total form

attempt to use the bare essentials in conveying my

idea, which allows the form to be f-ree of trifling details.

I

also

like the ambiguity contained within the piece--the observer can assume
at any position he is looking at the front, side, or back--therefore
he has not been cheated at seeing only one side at a time.

This work

has � light and Vivacious quality much like that found in Arp ' s �
with Annoying Objects,

(see p

•

l.00) ,

.

which contains an outer bulging

as if filled with atr.
Because of its unusual position. Execution,
witness to feel, from association,
existent,

(see

X),

prompts the

the subject ' s hands, which are non

are bound up behind the back.

Emphasis has also been put

on the elongated neck which will be severed from the head,

and the

massive buttocks area which is strenously supported by the fo rehead
and knees.

I ts

compactness and simplicity,

related to Stone Formed by Human Hand,

I

feel, could e�ily be

(see pp.

98-99) .

Both have a

diagonally positioned mass and both ar.e supported precariously on the
small area which rests on the ground,
this point.

however the similarity ends at

y

z
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The last work I will discuss as related to the work of Jean
is a tribute not only to him,

Arp

but also to two additional great sculptors-

Michaelangelo and Moore--and has been appropriately entitled A Tribute.
A Tribute , ( see

Y &

Z),

is not only an honer to these great artists,

but to the greatest Artist of them all, our Creator.

The subject mat

ter is the same as Michaelangelo ' s Pieta as well as the medium, but
the similarity ceases there.

when I studied the marble block, I thought

what could be t.�e most appropriate form to render in this permanent
material, and at once the idea struck me, a Pieta, of my

own

style.

After the block was turned diagonally and the bottom corner flattened,
I ambitiously began my work, adding a chip for the head which I could
not visually fit into the block.

If you examine Michaelangelo ' s work,

you will see that the rendering of the subject matter is quite different•
In my work, both of Mary' s arms are beneath the Christ helping to widen
the support for him which could not have been achieved with drapery due
to the limitations of the stone.

down

The right arm of Christ also runs

limp between Mary' s knees with the legs hanging down from his

supported knees.

The base is much smaller than Michaelangelo ' s work

and detail has been eliminated.

The style of the work is a cross between

Arp and Moore, however, it gives way to the more feminine softness and
delicacy of Arp' s style .
in stone, Two Forms ,

100 ) ,

p.

If we examine each of Moore• s and Arp' s works

(see p.

64) ,

and Head with Annoying Objects,

we can see that the smooth curving plastic quality in these

pieces is very· much like the surface of A Tribute.
a

s

(see

This work , as well

some of my other works, I think could be successful in a monumental

size even though it is only fourteen inches in heicht.
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As indicated earlier and now illustrated to you through pictures
of my work, the si�plicity of form, solidity, dominant movement, plastic
quality, and organic growth so significant in Arp' s works have definitely had a profound influence and effect upon

my

work.

I feel if I had

not known the works of Arp, as well as Moore and the Palaeolithic
sculptor,

my

work would not have been as effective.
Work as related to the aesthetic
influences of rlenry Moore -·· ·

I have saved my work influenced by Moore until last because it
is of the most quantity and most varied.

I have divided the work into

two main catagories as related to Moore' s standing and seated or reclining figures.

I will also discuss some culmination pieces which cannot

definitely be classified under any of the three influences mentioned·,
although they certainly reflect influences from each one.
Moore ' s work is characterized as being more monumental, bold,
textural, and outright masculine when compared to Arp ' s work, and therefore, the works I will
in common.
do

be

relating to have these particular qualities

Like Moore, I have exploited the human figure, although I

not work exclusively with the female figure.

I have a tendency to

lean toward the textural quality as found in most of Moore' s work.
However,

I

let

my

subject matter interpret the surface for me.

I also

prefer the holes and visual exploration generally found in his work, as
well as an earth-like appearance, especially that of his Two-Piece

Reclining Figure ,

(see p. 60) .

I only hope that I will some day be

able to work in the monumental size that he has achieved.
The first three works

l

will relate to are pieces which ma�e a

I
BB

cc
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social statement of one form or another, sometimes being the case
with Moore' s creations.

Each is a standing figure , with the last stand-

ing on fore as �ell as hindquarters .

However, this is definitely all

they have in coilll1X> n as far as subject matter is concerned.
The first w�rk, Nudity, 1901, (see AA) , is a woman with a 1901
vintage when speaking of proportions , style, and appearance.

The piece

i s a social statement because nudity, especially public, in 1901 was
largely frowned upon, and to create a stern, honest, and forthright
woman of this dignified age in the nude was something that was not done.
The work can, on the contrary, be successful today due to the freedom
caused by more emphasis on liberated self expression of opinion and
thought concerning nudity and sex.
If

we

examine the facial description of the woman, we can see

that the deep eye depressions convey a harsh expression found in the
face of the Brassempouy Venus, (see p. 2 3 ) , even though there are no
more facial details other than the nose and mouth depressions.

This

type of facial stylization can sometimes be found in Moore' s figures,
(see

P•

53 and 71) .

The work has a relationship to the earth, like

Moore' s art., by the fact that the waist indentation forms a flat surface like the top of a butte from which rises two stone-like breasts
capped by the head which ties the two separated breasts together.
Soldier, (see BB & CC) , is one of

my

few pieces having an angular
I

geometrical design; the sole reason being to represent strip�!- or
chevrons, and at the same time the arms in the position of attention.
The rigidness of the figure, with the legs together and standing erect,
.

is heightened by tha hole in the stomach region wnich contains an inner
layer pierced by smaller openings.

The depression around the holes

DD

EE
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cause them to become more noticeable, and at the same time create a
feeling of an impact.

The bulge at the back and small opening is where '

one fragment has carried through.
The last work making a distinct social statement is Evolution,
(see DD & EE) , a half-human, half-ape subject which represents the
transition between man and monkey, never really found other than by
speculation.

Because of its position, the form suggests an animal

creature which becomes a mythical figure due to its ambiguity, which
is siln.ilar to the case of Moore' s animal-like heads of King and queen,
(see p.

,58 ) .

The head, one o f many formed by a hole representing both

eyes and forming the bridge of the nose, could imply either human or
ape.

The two openings in the chest-waist area create an aesthetic

·!

design quality, while a t the same time symbolizing the eyes o f mankind
and his search for his origin.
Developed from the theme of Moore ' s Mother and Child series, .,the
two-piece Guidance and Protection, (see FF) , repre�ents the security
and assurance a mother can provide.

This fact is indicated by the

gestures of each member, which I feel partially developed as a result
of an English paper I did on the implications of gestures in art.

The

,

mother is leaning forward, glaring defiance along with bewilderment at
the world abo�t her, while thechild looks up meekly and earnestly at
his defensive mother.

This age-old theme of motherhood protection has

been reflected consistently through the years, and has now le� its
impact upon my work.
The last

work in

.
the standing group, excluding the culmination

pieces, is Conversation, (see GO &

HH ) , which is an off spring of

CompanionshiE and Kissing, (see p. 116) � each being two-headed.

HH

GG

•

•
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Again,

gesture becomes of pri.Illary importance in this work, with the

turned heads indicating conversation.
ined,

Although the figures

their lack of visual eye contact tends

to

are

· isolate them.

comb
The

right figure could be listening or he could be. day�dreaming, oblivious
o f what is being said.
Queen,

(see p.

58) ,

This same characteristic is found in King and

who could either be t

�king

or lost in their own

thoughts; they are very near yet very far away.
Conversation is one of my few sculptures which utilizes the root
like foot characteristic of my pottery.

Its mushroom-lik e shape further

increases the organic quality of the piece along with the glaze and th�
spiraled rib markings.
The standing figures occupy a definite place · in my art forms,
influenced partially by the standing figurines of the prehistoric sculp
ture and those o f Henry Moore�
I think I am not as partial
seated subjects.

to

Even though I enjoy doing standing forms,
them when compared with the reclining or

This is be cause of the greater flexibility of posi

tions and renderings which can be achieved with these forms .
This next group has resulted from the influences of Moore ' s render
ings of the seated human form.

to

These pieces certainly have a tendency

be more monumental than my standing figures ,

and especially more

masculine and earth-like.
One of two reclining figures completed, Reclining Figure

11,

is �n ambiguous piece which can be interpreted in various ways .
hole over the chest cou}d imply one arm,
restin� at the hip and the chest

to

(see II ) ,
The

bent at the elbow with hand

the front, or i t could indicate

two arrns joined and arched forward directly over the chest.

The hole

at the end can be interpreted as separating the legs at the ankles,

•

I
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one over the other, or a tapering off of legs side by side.

The two

rounqed areas of the. chest-arms and hips-legs repeat the design of a
depressed region within the spheres which eventually carries through
to the opposite side.

The work is both symmetrical, along its axis,

and assymetrical, front and rear, as

we

sometimes find in Moore ' s

reclining figures, ( see p. 65) .
The first seated figure I will discµss, Earthy Relationship, (see

JJ & Kl{ } , is the largest, ( 3811 ) , of the group of seated forms.
is

It

different in that the lower feet have been omitted, and a large

opening divides the waist from the fore-legs.

Its position, as are

all the rest of the seated forms except Enjoying the Sun, (see

00 ) ,

is

basicly the sam� as Moore ' s Seated Torso, 19.54, although it lacks the
arms and distinct legs found in Moore ' s setting.

The finger mar�ings

in these pieces help to relate to the stratification of rocks worn by
vater and wind, while the paddle marks in the opening and on the top
can

be

associated to the cracked layers

we

find when cutting into most

I think I like best the works which are closely related to the

rock.

earth, and which reflect geological features as this one does.
Differing in that all the legs are included, the knee is double
jointed, and the hole dividing the thighs and waist is much smaller
than the preceeding figure, Monumental Work, ( see
appreciated seated form.

LL) , is my most

The rib markings are most dominant in this

piece, and the rich yellow-brown iron glaze enhances the earthy quality
of its appearance.

I feel that this work, along with Stony Seated Form

fl best resembles Moore ' s landscape sculpture, (see p. 60)·, even
though

thay

•ra

still

a

long way off from my ultimataly

desired

glorification of natures' true organic appearance, which I think Moore

I
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has come the closest, of any artist,

to representing.

In Monumental Work , I wanted to achieve a tension created by the
stretch:i.ng of the ligrunents between the double knee, which helps one
to relate to an inner bony structure and the pliability of the flesh
This same joint-like stretching can at times be found

and muscles.

in the work o f Henry Moore , among them Reclining Figure,
I was not aware o f this fact until after

I

1956,

although

began my paper and after ex-

tensive s tudy of Moore ' s works.
The third wrk to mirror the earth-like texture of Moore' s works
is Stony Seated Fi�ure,
it lacks feet.

( se e

M}f & NN) ,

again like Earthy Relationship ,

However, its contour is much different,

being m'ore

harshly angular, like the jag5ed edges o f rocks which become smoothly
rounded yet retain their abrupt angularity.

The glaze is a warm grey

with thicker built-up cream splotches which increase the stone-like
appearance of this sculpture.
thrown,

All

of my ceramic sculpture has been

and then joined and reformed so that ridge. marks from throw

ing can be found throughout the pieces , which

I

feel help to enhance

their earthy and stony resemblance.
Enjoying the Sun,

(seeOO), a half-seated, half-reclining piece

i s so entitled because o f the position o f the figure and the cool blue
glaze which becomes browner, or toasted in the high areas.

This

.

fi�ure is in a similar pos ition as Moore ' s Draped Reclining �oman ,
p.

(see

71) , except that both anns are extended back to support the upper

portion o f the figure which has been rotated over on its back.

!his

figure is the closest to realism that any of my sculpture comes, with
possibly t�e exception of A T r i �)ute.
in the soft,

Its pliableness is indicated

bulging muscles, and the flattening of the

thigh and

•

------- '
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calf where they are pressed together.
My last seated figure, 1.unar Figure, (see PP & QQ) , shows more
of a relationship to the moon' s surface, a�d thus recieved this title.
These crater-like, pock marks, which cause the piece to become noticeably more tex.tured than most of

my

other works, can also be found in

Moore ' s Upright Motive, ( see p. 69) .

The piece is further ilienated

because of its u�u���l re�i�h���own color, and its abnormal facial
arrangement.
. . Culmination Pieces
The final group of works which I will refer to as culmination
pieces are the influence of numerous artists, and therefore, cannot be
logically classified as relating �o�ne of the three areas of influence
noted in this paper.

They are more personal works, and are a develop-

ment away from the mainspring of Moore' s , Arp' s, or prehistoric works.
Generally they are increasingly explorative as a result of

my

search

for new fonus continues.
Equivocal Woman, (see RR & SS ) , the first I will discuss in this
group, is to me a deeply penetrating \tlOrk.
find the front of

a

From all 'angles one can

stylized face and two busts above large openings

creating the Equivocal Woman.

More than any of the others, this work
.

is an experimentation of cave-like openings and recesses within a sculpture.

It was very exciting to do this piece because I felt as though

I was exploring the mysteries of a cave for the first time.

When a

hole opens into a larger internal area, a mystery occurs as a result of
the fact that you cannot see everything inside through that hole.

While

working on this piece , I considered being the size of a blade of grass .

TT
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and st �nding within this sculpture and climbing in and around its holes.
The mystery of the hole--mysterious fas
l
cination of caves in hillsides and cliffs ! 08
-Henry Moo re
The next piece is my second stone sculpture and was chiseled in
the harder and more durable Charleston limestone.

The work has a

surprisingly nice grain although bot as dominant as the marble grain
of A Tribute.

When carving in this piece, I was amazed at how the

form seemed to grow larger than the origional block from which it was
carved.

Also, because of the slow process of chipping away the stone,

I was extremely anxious to describe in-the-round certain areas I was

working on, and therefore, I attack the stone vigorously maybe at times
becoming over-anr..ious.
The work , entitled I Am My Own Brother First,

( see TT

& UU ) ,

represents the believing o f one' s own strength and identity first.
The anns clasp and held head-high s ignify meditation to and for oneself.
It implies the eternal question, "What is my reason for existence?"
Memory o f a Woman, ( see
Glenkiln Crosses,
Figurines,

(see p.

( se e p.

J5g) ,

VV &

75) ,

WW) ,

echoes the motive o f Moore ' s

or the stylized prehistoric Malta

with its cross-like representation.

It is a

counteracting of vertical and horizontal movement in a contemporary
interpretation.

Made o f " imitation bronze!'

cer<U11ics coated with

bronze paint and powder, it consists of a woman ' s torso connected to a
vertical, highly-stylized interpretation of a figure.

It was made

from a torso that was to be incorporrtted in a sculpture that never
came about.

The bottom w.�s origionally intended as legs for the

108� eumann , .££ • cit •

•

p. 39.

IY

l..Z

-
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horizontal torso, only reversed and the head was a deformed bottle.
I th i nk

I

prefer creating a work inclined more towards abstraction

becauoe there is a wider leeway for creativity and exploration,

even

thour,h I like to retain some ties witn reality to use as a foundation
er basis for my work .
My final work analyzed within this study, Extreme Interest,
explo its the concept of a family grouping ,

( see

XX, YY,

&

ZZ).

'!��se .st-.lid.itll!'.. •nu huddled iigures maintam tn:e-ilireme interest
viewing something import1nt enough to hold their attention.

of-

The

youth in the back cannot see around his mo th er ' s neck so he i s look
ing between it and his father ' s ,

in an entirely different direction,

perhaps not seeing the same thing as his parents.
depressions, as in Lunar Figure,
revealing

au

inner structure.

{ see

p.

140) ,

The close lines of

now become openings

There is much distortion within the

figures, and if you examine one individually you can see there is a
close relationship to the Palaeolithic Venuses.
In . the close-up you can see both the org�nic and plastic quality
o f the piece.

The holes create areas of interest between the figures
The whole work encompasses

an

elliptical-implied outline which helps to hold the work together,

as

and are contrasted by the plum glaze.

well as the fact that they are grasping each o ther to form a rotation
al circumference.
Concluding the discussion and relationship of my work to the
previous influences I have revealed is a relief because I have been
pleased to share the intentions of my work with you, and can only hope
that I will continue to work along these lines, hopefully in a larger
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and more ambitious scale.

·

If it were not for the fact

that I must

support my family, I would greatly desire becoming a sculptor and
devoting all my time to art.

If I could spend my entire life sculpting,

I think my lilOrk would become more completely satisfying.

•

Right now,

because o f time , money,. and transportability, my work must remain
small in scale and light in weight.

Many places throughout this state·,
,

the United States, and the world are desperately in need of
art

to

a

work o f

enhance the surroundings, elate the passer-by, and allow a

leisure moment o f conternpl•tion; I only hope I can be a small help in
proVi.ding a little adornment for some vacant spot.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

There is one large influence which looms over all the other
influences contained within this paper, the influence of nature.
The Aurginacian-Perigordian artist was the first to reflect the
simplicity of nature,

and centuries later parhistoric art caused its

influence to be regenerated in art.

I feel, Henry Moore and Jean Arp

are the two of the more dominant sculptors who have utilized this sim
plicity of nature, first adopted by the Palaeolithic artist.
With the conclusion of Chapter

V,

I have now related my work to

the three main influences discussed in Chapters II through
cian-Perigordian Art, the art of Henry Moore,

IV:

Aurigna

and the art of Jean ArP•

Because of their dominant aesthetic influences, I feel I will continue
to blend,

consolidate, and fina.lly unite the bits of aesthetic mastery

influencing and appealing to me, along with my own creativity, in a
final work of art.

Art is definitely a s ummation and renewal of all

past as well as present influences.
Now that I have studied and found many of the " clues"

to unlock

ing the mysteries of creating a truly aesthetically appealing work of
art, I hope I can assimilate some of this knowledge, along with the
knowledge to come,

in one stimulating and provo cative work followed by

another, followed by another,

followed by another,

• • •

A person does not know how much he doesn' t know about a certain
idea, object,

place, or person until he finds out some of what there
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is

to

know.

This st.4.tement certainly holds true about what

I

have

learned in writing this thesis.

I

can now, more than any other time,

see why art has been term

The more you know,

the more you can reveal of

ed. visual intellect.

I

can honestly say

I

know considerably more in finishin� this thesis than I did when

I

your ideas and knowledge through your work .

started it;

therefore more ideas and knowledge have been revealed in

my present works o f art.

I

also feel that all art should contain a vital energy which,

being more than the reflection o f ideas and knowledge. gives the
work a life o f its own.

Even though the work has the appearanc e of

being formed by the process o f erosion attributed
must have an inner vitality ,

to

nature, it

radiate self-existence, o r it is dead.

There can be no closer relationship of art
than when it is linked directly to the earth,

to

its environment

becoming an earth arch

etype, and there can be no closer relationship of art to people than
when i t i s expressed in a figur•tive content,
two we

will

have a stylistic person which reflects certain qualities

inherent in nature.
which

I

so if we comoine the

This fact is my personal opinion and philosophy

have pursued in my art forms, including the vital energy

mentioned in the previous paragraph.

This does not mean

all artists should pursue this endeavor,
if they did,

I am

saying

for it would be a dull world

but it me�ns this is the path

I

have chosen

to

follow.

My attitudes and philosophy concern�ng art have been further
reinforced throueh the positions taken by the artists contained in
this the�is.

If I disagreed with their philosophy, I certainly would

not accept it a s mine,

and it therefore would not appear in this paper.
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Also in talking about my works,

I

have indi rectly revealed my

attitudes concerning art.
In my more explo rative pieces, there is a greater conflict or
struggle in solving the final aesthetic s tructure of the form.
think this struggle.

I

this decision-making, is good and should hap

pen at one time or another in the creation o f all works of art.

This

is the manner in which an artist increases his creativity, his flex
ibility,

and

his aesthetic ingenuity.

Becoming s tereotyped is the

artist' s greatest threat.
I intend to teach, both as a means of support and reward, while
working toward an

M.F.A.

Degree.

Eventually

I

plan to taper-off my

teaching time, and spend more time on sculpture and ceramics; ultimate
ly,

I

hope I can become self-sufficient from my art works �lone.

This, and at least to become a partially renowned artist, is my final
goal.
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